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Abstract 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A TM) is an attractive choice for future military 
communication systems because it can provide high throughput and support multi-
service applications. Furthermore its use is consistent with the 'off the shelf technology 
policy that is currently operated by the Defence Engineering Research Agency of Great 
Britain. However, A TM has been developed as a civil standard and is designed to 
operate in network infrastructures with very low failure rates. In contrast, tactical 
networks are much less reliable. Indeed tactical networks operate on the premise that 
failures, particularly node failures, are expected. Hence, efficient, automatic failure 
restoration schemes are essential if an A TM based tactical network is to remain 
operational. The main objective of this research is the proposal and verification of one 
or more new restoration algorithms that meet the specific requirements of tactical 
networks. 
The aspects of ATM networks that influence restoration algorithms' implementation are 
discussed. In particular, the features of A TM networks such as the concept of Virtual 
Paths Virtual Channels and OAM (Operation And Maintenance) mechanisms that 
facilitate implementation of efficient restoration techniques. The unique characteristics 
of tactical networks and their impact on restoration are also presented. 
A significant part of the research was the study and evaluation of existing approaches to 
failure restoration in civil networks. A critical analysis of the suitability of these 
approaches to the tactical environment shows no one restoration algorithm fully meets 
the requirements of tactical networks. Consequently, two restoration algorithms for 
tactical A TM networks, DRA-TN (Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical 
Networks) and PPR-TN (Pre-planned Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks), are 
proposed and described in detail. Since the primary concern of restoration in tactical 
networks is the recovery of high priority connections the proposed algorithms attempt to 
restore high-priority connections by disrupting low-priority calls. Also, a number of 
additional mechanisms are proposed to reduce the use of bandwidth, which is a scarce 
resource in tactical networks. 
ii 
It is next argued that software simulation is the most appropriate method to prove the 
consistency of the proposed algorithms, assess their performance and test them on 
different network topologies as well as traffic and failure conditions. 
For this reason a simulation software package was designed and built specifically to 
model the proposed restoration algorithms. The design of the package is presented in 
detail and the most important implementation issues are discussed. The proposed 
restoration algorithms are modelled on three network topologies under various traffic 
loads, and their performance compared against the performance of known algorithms 
proposed for civil networks. It is shown that DRA-TN and PPR-TN provide better 
restoration of higher priority traffic. Furthermore, as the traffic load increases the 
relative performance of the DRA-TN and PPR-TN algorithms increases. The DRA-TN 
and PPR-TN algorithms are also compared and their advantages and disadvantages 
noted. 
Also, recommendations are given about the applicability of the proposed algorithms, 
and some practical implementation issues are discussed. The number of problems that 
need further study are briefly described. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
In the context of communication networks, the term restoration refers to the capability 
of the network to reconfigure itself when failure of one or more network elements (links 
and nodes) occurs. Disrupted connections are re-routed over the elements that continue 
to function correctly. Ideally, restoration should be automatic upon detection of a 
failure. Furthermore it should be completed rapidly, to ensure that no calls are dropped. 
There has been much work carried out into network restoration. This was largely in 
response to failures in civil networks that caused major communications disruption for 
both residential and business customers. Furthermore the nature of the failures meant 
that it took a long time for the networks to be restored. In contrast little research has 
been carried out into restoration in land tactical networks; these are military networks 
used at the battlefront. Tactical and civil networks have major differences both in the 
physical network configuration and in the traffic that they carry. Similarly, the types of 
failures that they experience and the probability of failure also differ and the constraints 
for network restoration are much more stringent for tactical networks. 
In the past, bespoke systems were typically developed for military applications, 
however the recent trend is to use Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) technologies 
wherever possible. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is an attractive choice for 
future military communication systems because the next generation of land tactical 
networks are required to offer far greater network throughput and support multi-service 
(voice, data and video) applications [4,5,58,60] and ATM was designed specifically to 
support these requirements, albeit in civil networks. Furthermore, ATM defines a 
number of mechanisms that are useful for network restoration. Hence, it is expected that 
future tactical networks will be based on ATM, with necessary adaptations included to 
allow it to operate in the tactical environment [4,5,58]. 
1.2 Aims and Objectives of the Research 
To use ATM in the tactical arena a number of problems must be solved. These include 
the performance issues associated with error prone radio links, issues associated with 
network infrastructure dynamics, service characteristics such as priority and pre-
emption, and others. Also in order that services can be carried reliably in a tactical A TM 
network, an automatic failure restoration function must be implemented efficiently. 
This project was funded by DERA (the Defence Engineering Research Agency of Great 
Britain) as a part of the research programme on adaptation of ATM for tactical 
environment. The subject of the study covers the concepts, algorithms and techniques 
. needed to support the distributed failure restoration (self-healing) function in tactical 
ATM networks. The aims and objectives of this research are as follows: 
• identify specific characteristics of tactical networks (especially their distinctions 
from civil networks) and the corresponding requirements to restoration 
algorithms; 
• analyse existing approaches to civil networks restoration and assess applicability 
of different methods, algorithms and techniques for tactical environment; 
• propose one or more restoration algorithms suitable for tactical networks; 
• define simulation environment parameters and model proposed restoration 
algorithms; 
• compare the performance of the proposed algorithms against comparable civil 
restoration algorithms. 
These objectives as well as tactical network characteristics and restoration algorithms' 
requirements were discussed and refined during the meetings with DERA researchers. 
The detailed project definition, results of the initial research and the work programme 
were presented in the transfer report, which was well received by DERA. 
Correspondingly, the results of the work presented in this thesis will be forwarded to 
DERA, and they will be discussed along with the further work if necessary. 
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1.3 Outline of the Research 
1.3.1 Use of ATM Technology 
Chapter 2 discusses the unique characteristics of tactical networks and the traffic that 
they carry and how this places different and more stringent constraints on the restoration 
algorithms for these networks compared with civil networks. The significance of the 
four-level priority system for connections in tactical networks and how this affects the 
restoration process is also explained. Typical tactical network topologies are also 
discussed, including network size and connectivity. One major constraint for tactical 
networks is the low link bandwidth available; this means that it is not possible to build 
in bandwidth redundancy, specifically for restoration, which is the typical approach of 
civil networks. Finally, the differences in the tactical network environment, compared to 
the civil environment are discussed and the effect these have on the restoration is 
discussed. For instance, it is noted that the use of radio links and the nature of the 
tactical environment, where nodes can be destroyed by enemy action, make node failure 
the most typical scenario, compared to civil networks which consider link failures 
(cable cuts) only. 
The basics of ATM technology are outlined then. In particular, the ATM cell format, the 
ATM protocol reference model, Quality of Service (QoS) types supported are presented. 
Several features of A TM networks that influence the restoration process and allow to 
implement specific restoration techniques are noted, including the concept of Virtual 
Paths and Virtual Circuits (VPNC). The advantage gained from separating the route 
establishment process from the bandwidth allocation process is explained. Finally, the 
way in which restoration can make use of the Operation and Maintenance (OAM) 
mechanisms, particularly error detection (Alarm Indication Signal (AIS) and Far End 
Receive Failure (FERF) signal) is also explained. 
1.3.2 Restoration Algorithms for Civil Networks 
A significant part ofthe research was the study and evaluation of existing approaches to 
failure restoration. A critical analysis of the suitability of these approaches for tactical 
networks is given in Chapter 3. The various approaches to restoration in civil networks 
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are presented first. Some of these evolved from those of conventional networks, such as 
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SOH), Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH), or 
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), while others have been proposed specifically 
for ATM networks. Generally, all the restoration schemes can be characterised by the 
control scheme used (centralised or distributed), the layer at which restoration is 
implemented (physical or ATM layer), the type of restoration approach (real-time 
(dynamic), or pre-planned), and the type of rerouting which is carried out (link, local-
destination or path rerouting). 
It is argued that only two groups of distributed restoration algorithms proposed for civil 
networks can potentially be applicable for tactical environment. These are dynamic 
restoration algorithms and pre-planned restoration algorithms. Both of these have been 
proposed for mesh network topologies. Dynamic restoration algorithms use flooding 
techniques to discover alternative paths for disrupted connection recovery after a failure, 
while pre-planned restoration algorithms use pre-defined alternative routes which are 
activated after a failure occurs. Consequently, these two types of algorithms were 
studied in more detail and a description and critical analysis of these algorithms is 
presented. 
The overall conclusion of the study was that there are no existing restoration algorithms 
fully meeting the needs of tactical networks, although some of the techniques used have 
some potential. 
1.3.3 Restoration Algorithms for Tactical Networks 
Since no one restoration algorithm proposed for civil networks fully meets the 
requirements of tactical environment, two restoration algorithms for tactical A TM 
networks are proposed in Chapter 4. One of them is a dynamic restoration algorithm, 
while the other is a pre-planned restoration algorithm. 
The proposed algorithms take into consideration the peculiarities of the tactical 
environment. In particular, they do not attempt to restore all disrupted traffic, and, 
second, the primary concern is the restoration of high priority connections that are of 
much greater importance. Therefore, in the situation where there is not enough 
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bandwidth in the network to restore all the failed connections, the algorithms attempt to 
restore high-priority connections by disrupting low-priority calls. Also, a number of 
additional mechanisms are proposed to reduce the use of bandwidth which is a scarce 
resource in tactical networks. 
The new Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks (DRA-TN) uses some 
features of existing algorithms, and implements new mechanisms that have been 
designed to take account of the differences between civil and tactical networks. It is 
described in detail using the Rudin network topology as an example. Message formats 
and flow charts, which describe the algorithm, are given in Appendix A. 
A detailed description of the Pre-Planned Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks 
(PPR-TN) is also presented in this chapter, while additional information is given in 
AppendixB. 
1.3.4 Software Simulations 
It is argued in Chapter 5 that software simulations is the most appropriate method to 
prove the consistency of the proposed algorithms, assess their performance 
characteristics, and test them on different network topologies as well as traffic and 
failure conditions. 
Chapter 5 describes the approach to modelling. In the first part of the chapter the 
package that was designed and built to model restoration algorithms is presented. Its 
architecture and the most important aspects of restoration algorithms' implementation 
are presented in details. The package allows different algorithms to be modelled, using 
various network topologies, different traffic scenarios and failure modes. Because of the 
different constraints of tactical network restoration, some of the metrics typically used 
to assess the performance of restoration algorithms are inappropriate. Thus different 
metrics are proposed and these are explained in this chapter. 
The second major part of the chapter presents the simulation environment parameters 
that were chosen for modelling. Three network topologies were selected from well-
known experimental networks to test the algorithms ~n networks of various sizes. The 
characteristics of these networks are described and it is argued that these are typical 
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examples of small, medium and large scale tactical networks. The choice of values for 
other significant parameters has also been taken from the literature and these are 
discussed in the chapter. 
To provide a bench mark with which to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
new restoration algorithms proposed by this study, it was necessary to model existing 
restoration algorithms and calculate similar metrics. Details of the existing, benchmark 
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algorithms which were chosen for comparative analyses are presented in the chapter 
together with reasons why these were the most appropriate algorithms to model. 
1.3.5 Modelling Results 
Chapter 6 present the simulation results, their analysis and discussion. Having to model 
four algorithms on three different network topologies, a total of 12 sets of experiments 
were necessary. All the metrics produced by the simulations were analysed. A summary 
of the results of these experiments is given in this chapter together with graphs of the 
most important metrics; the full experimental results are presented in Appendix C. 
The analysis of the results is presented next. The results of the DRA -TN and PPR -TN 
algorithms are compared with their equivalent benchmark algorithms and a detailed 
analysis given. It is shown that the proposed algorithms provide better restoration of 
higher priority traffic. Furthermore, as the traffic load increases the performance of the 
proposed algorithms increases compared with the existing algorithms. 
DRA-TN and PPR-TN algorithms are also compared. The results indicate that DRA-TN 
is faster and generates less messages, while PPR-TN provides a higher restoration ratio. 
It is argued that DRA-TN is the most suitable algorithm for tactical networks 
restoration. 
1.3.6 Further Work 
In the last chapter a summary of the work completed is given, and the directions of 
further research are indicated. 
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Research achievements and limitations are summarised. Also recommendations are 
given about the applicability of the proposed algorithms, and some practical 
implementation issues are discussed. The number of problems that need further study is 
indicated and briefly described. 
1.4 Summary 
Chapter I introduced the concept of network restoration and the differences between 
civil and tactical networks. An overview of the research carried out and the structure of 
thesis are also presented. 
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Chapter 2. A TM Technology 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the characteristics of tactical networks and the implications these 
characteristics have on restoration. The rest of Chapter 2 is concerned with explaining 
the various aspects of ATM technology that is an attractive choice for future military 
communication systems. 
2.2 Tactical Networks 
Four levels of military communication networks are usually distinguished: strategic, 
operational, tactical and battlefield [5]. The last two levels are mobile networks and 
hence radio links are typically used. In contrast, the first two levels are stationary and 
use cable connections. The majority of connections are established using radio links 
while optical channels are engaged rarely [5]. 
This study concentrates on the tactical and battlefield networks that are called tactical 
networks in this thesis and are assumed to be wireless networks created between mobile 
military vehicles and possibly a limited number of fixed nodes. The mobile vehicles 
take up positions in an exercise or war zone and establish the network whilst stationary. 
From this point of view a tactical network can be considered as stationary. A possible 
topology change scenario can occur when the nodes in the tactical networks migrate as 
the battlefield moves. Then the nodes may switch off, move to the new position and 
establish a contact with neighbouring nodes again. 
However, in the tactical environment the network is highly dynamic with non-optimally 
sited equipments. Equipment destined for a node can fail to arrive, network topologies 
are ad hoc because network nodes are a subject of enemy attacks, radio equipments are 
not sited for optimum performance, equipments fail, etc. [4] 
According to information received from DERA during our meetings and discussions, 
the topology of a tactical network is a sparsely-connected mesh with average 
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connectivity of about 3 - 4. Radio waves are used as the transmission medium, and this 
results in higher bit error rates and lower transmission speeds, compared to fixed 
networks. The maximum trunk speed is assumed to be 2 Mbps [5], although frequently 
it is 0.5 or 1 Mbps. 
Voice, data and video services are supported, and according to information received 
from DERA each service has four priority levels. However, there is no specific 
, 
information (yet) about how priorities are assigned to different services. Moreover, the 
issues about the number of priorities and a possibility to change a priority level during 
an operation are still unclear [58]. Though some authors suggest that a. three-level 
priority system could be used in military networks, it is assumed in this research that 
there are four priority levels because this was one of the initial DERA requirements 
identified at the project definition stage. Note however that restoration algorithms 
proposed in this study can function correctly for any number of priority levels. 
The queuing strategy described in [58] allows us to suppose that the high-priority traffic 
is always more important than the low-priority one. According to this policy a priority 
sensitive switch puts traffic in the queue in the priority order. So in case of congestion 
only the low-priority traffic is lost or retransmitted. 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology is an attractive choice for future 
military communication systems because the next generation of land tactical networks 
are required to offer far greater network throughput and support multi-service (voice, 
data and video) applications [4,5]. 
Another important reason for adopting ATM for military communications is that due to 
the development and extensive use of ATM. in the highly competitive commercial 
marketplace, the military see significant cost benefits in its implementation [4]. To 
realise these benefits it is essential that the Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) 
technology is modified as little as possible. 
However, to use ATM in the tactical arena a number of problems must be addressed [4, 
58]. These are: 
• performance issues associated with error prone radio links; 
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• service characteristics such as priority and pre-emption; 
• diverse routing; 
• admission and congestion control; 
• security; 
• survivability (including automatic failure restoration), etc. 
Some of these problems have been already addressed by various researchers. For 
example, a number of link hardening mechanisms are proposed to sustain the 
performance of ATM over narrowband and error prone radio links [4]. These include 
implementation of Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) mechanism or a hybrid-ARQ 
scheme based on using Forward Error Correction (FEC) on a link-by-link basis to 
recover A TM cells from multiple bit errors in the header. Other problems need further 
investigations. 
A TM was developed for operation in network infrastructures which provide very low 
failure rates that are characteristic of current and future civil communication networks; 
tactical networks are much less reliable. Therefore, if multiple services are to be 
supported in tactical ATM networks, efficient automatic failure restoration techniques 
are critical. 
According to DERA recommendations the following constraints must be imposed on 
the failure restoration function in tactical A TM networks: 
• it needs to be implemented in a distributed way to avoid the vulnerability of a 
single point failure; 
• the amount of spare capacity available is limited; 
• it must be implemented efficiently to avoid dropping the highest priority calls 
(Le. it is preferable to provide restoration without call re-establishment); 
• service precedence should be considered, so that critical services are restored in 
favour of less critical ones. 
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Another important DERA concern was the recognition of specific characteristics of 
tactical communication networks. Indeed, there are many important differences between 
civil and military networks which influence the implementation of automatic failure 
restoration function considerably. 
The topology of civil ATM networks is also likely to be a mesh but the transmission 
bandwidth is much greater compared to tactical networks. For this reason, civil network 
providers may. by design. include enough redundancy of the network resources to allow 
restoration of all disrupted calls. The large amount of bandwidth in optical fibre cables 
and its low cost allow reservation of up to 50% of the total bandwidth for restoration. 
This is not possible in tactical networks. 
The other significant difference between civil and tactical networks is the likely failure 
modes. Civil networks will most probably suffer single link failure (damaged fibres). 
rarely node failures. Typical failure scenarios in tactical networks however are likely to 
be single and multi-node failures and several consecutive failures. possibly brought 
about by enemy action. Restoration techniques for tactical networks must recognise that 
difference as well. 
This project was funded by DERA as a part of the research programme on adaptation of 
ATM for tactical environment. The study concentrates on the concepts, algorithms and 
techniques needed to support the distributed failure restoration function in tactical A TM 
networks. The basics of the ATM technology are outlined in the rest of this chapter. 
2.3 . Virtual Channels and Virtual Paths Concept 
ATM is a connection-oriented, fast packet switching technology that has been 
standardised for B-ISDN networks. A logical connection between the two end-systems 
needs to be set up across an A TM network prior to any data transfer. Then. a variable-
rate. full-duplex flow of fixed-size packets. called A TM cells, is exchanged over the 
connection. 
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Logical connections in ATM are referred to as Virtual Channels (VC). Virtual channels 
are set up between two end users through the network, and are used to transfer data, 
control signalling, network management and routing information. 
Another sub layer of processing introduced in ATM deals with the concept of virtual 
paths (Figure 2.1). A Virtual Path (VP) is a bundle ofVCs that have the same endpoints. 
In the network, all these VCs are switched together by referring to the VP Identifier 
. r 
(VPI) in the ATM cell header (see below for ATM cell format). Grouping connections 
sharing common paths through the network into a single unit, the virtual path, 
minimises the switching and maintenance costs. Network management actions can then 
be applied to a small number of groups of connections (VPs) instead of a large number 
of individual connections (VCs). 
Accordingly, there are two types of switching in ATM networks: VPNC switching and 
VP switching, as illustrated respectively in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. With VP switching 
VCs multiplexed onto VPs are switched from input to output links using the VPI 
(Virtual Path Identifier) field of cell headers only; note that the VPIs change but the 
VC Is remain the same. For instance, in Fig 2.2b VC23 on VP2 is switched to VC23 on 
VP4. In contrast with VPNC switching each VC is switched individually based on both 
its VPI and VCI (Virtual Channel Identifier) values. For instance, in Fig 2.2a VC22 on 




VP • Virtual Path 
VC - Virtual Channel 
Figure 2.1 A TM Connection Relationship. 
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The basic functions of an A TM switch are as follows: 
• to receive a cell across a link (port) on a known VPI or VCINPI value; 
• to look up this VPI (or VCINPI) in a local switch table (Figure 2.3) to 
determine the outgoing port of the connection and the new VPI (or VCINPI) 
value of the connection; 














(a) VC and VP Switching. 
(b) VP Switching. 












" Input., ,. Output . _ .. . 
Port .,. VPI VCI Port· VPI VCI 
11 1 1 12 2 2 
12 2 2 11 1 1 
13 5 6 14 5 7 
14 5 7 ,}3 5 7 
Figure 2.3 Example of an A TM Node Switch Table. 
Note that one of the most important features of A TM is that VP and YC establishment 
is independent from bandwidth assignment (Le. a connection can be assigned zero 
bandwidth). This is a useful feature for network restoration as backup VPs and YCs can 
be pre-established and is one of the main reasons why the concept of virtual paths and 
virtual channels is exploited in several restoration techniques proposed for A TM 
networks. 
2.4 ATM Cell Format 
An ATM cell consists of a 5-byte header and a 48-byte information field (Figure 2.4). 
Information in the header is used to perform switching (as defined above), flow control, 
and other functions. There are two different header formats defined: one for the User-
Network Interface (UNI) and the second for the Network-Node Interface (NNI). 
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(a) User-Network Interface 
GFC Generic Flow Control 





VCI Virtual Channel Identifier 
Byte 
8 765 4 3 2 
VPI 
VPI I VCl 
VCI 
VCI I PT 
HEC 








(b) Network-Network Interface . 
PT Payload Type 
CLP Cell Loss Priority 
HEC Header Error Control 
Figure 2.4 ATM Cell Format. 
In the UNI cell format, four bits are assigned to the Generic Flow Control (GFC) field, 
which is primarily responsible for shared-media, local-access, flow control for the 
traffic originated at user equipment and directed to the network. The remaining fields in 
the header are as follows: 
• Virtual Path Identifier (8 bits) and Virtual Channel Identifier (16 bits) fields are 
used for routing. 
• 3-bit long Payload Type (PT) field is used to identify the type of information 
carried by ATM cell. Table 2.1 shows the interpretation of the PT bits. A value 
of 0 in the first bit indicates user information, while 1 means that this cell carries 
network management or maintenance information. ATM-user-to-ATM-user 
(AAU) indication bit identifies cells conveying information between end users. 
• One bit is assigned to the Cell Loss Priority (CLP) field to determine if the cell 
could be discarded based on network conditions. 
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• 8 bits are assigned to the Header Error Control (HEC) field to monitor header 
correctness and perform single bit error correction. 
Table 2.1 Payload Type field coding . 
PT Coding: . ',~~:;,.' . " Interpretation :,' ,: :~'>': .. ' " ..... c .. ·:· '.' ': . ~.' .... ,.'c:: ~c ~ J 
.', 
000 User data cell, congestion not experienced, AAU=O 
001 User data cell, congestion not experienced, AAU=l 
010 User data cell, congestion experienced, AAU=O 
01 1 User data cell, congestion experienced, AAU=l 
100 CAM F5 segment associated cell 
101 CAM F5 end-to-end associated cell 
1 1 0 Resource management cell 
111 Reserved 
The NNI header structure is almost the same as the UNI's except that it has no GFC 
field, because this field has no use within the network. Accordingly, these bits are used 
as a part of the VPI field. 
2.5 ATM Protocol Reference Model 
The B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model for ATM defined for the host in CCIIT 1.321 
"B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model and Its Application" [54] is shown in Figure 2.5. It 
consists of user, control and management planes. The user plane is responsible for user 
information transfer. The control plane processing signalling information is responsible 
for such functions as call set-up, maintenance and release. The management plane 
performs two types of operations: management of different planes and layer 
management. Layer management functions have a layered structure and handle specific 
OAM (Operation and Maintenance) information flows for each layer. 
The user and control planes are organised into three layers: Physical Layer, A TM Layer 
and ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL). 
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The physical layer transports ATM cells between two A TM entities. Its functionality 
includes cell rate decoupling, header error control, cell delineation, transmission frame 
adaptation, generation and recovery. 
CS Sublayer AAL Layer I--~~~--I 
SAR Sub layer 
Physical Layer 
AAL - A TM Adaptation Layer 
CS - Convergence Sublayer 
SAR - Segmentation and Reassembly Sublayer 
Figure 2.5 8-ISDN Protocol Reference Model. 
Plane Management 
Layer Management 
The A TM layer is common for all services and provides the cell transfer capability and 
defines the functions of the cell header. The ATM layer provides cell multiplexing and 
de-multiplexing, header addition and deletion, VPINCI translation (switching), and 
generic flow control. 
The AAL supports the service requirements of various applications (CS sublayer) and 
maps higher layer PDUs into the information field of ATM cells and vice versa (SAR 
sublayer). 
A TM network restoration can be performed at the physical or A TM layer. Physical level 
protection may be used when a dedicated redundant facility is available to restore 
disrupted connections, and for A TM layer restoration redundant VPIsNCIs are 
required. 
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For A TM layer protection, restoration can be performed at the VC, VP (or group of 
VPs) level. Service restoration at the VC level is more flexible but slower and more 
expensive than at the VP level due to greater VC-based ATM network complexity. 
2.6 Quality of Service 
In order to support different service requirements for network applications, the ATM 
Forum specified several Quality of Service (QoS) categories: 
• CBR (Constant Bit Rate); 
• real-time VBR (Variable Bit Rate); 
• non-real-time VBR; 
• ABR (Available Bit Rate); 
• UBR (Unspecified Bit Rate). 
During a connection setup CBR services reserve a constant amount of bandwidth. This 
service is conceived to support applications such as voice, video and circuit emulation, 
which require small delay variations. The source is allowed to send at the negotiated 
rate any time and for any duration. 
VBR services negotiate the Peak Cell Rate (PCR), the Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and 
Maximum Burst Size (MBS) traffic parameters. VBR sources are bursty. Typical VBR 
sources are voice and video. These applications require small delay variations. The 
VBR service is further divided in real-time VBR (RT-VBR) and non-real-time VBR 
(NRT-VBR). They are distinguished by the need for an upper bound delay (Max CTO, 
cell transfer delay). Max CTO is provided by RT-VBR, whereas for NRT-VBR no 
delay bounds are applicable. 
ABR and UBR services should efficiently use the remaining bandwidth, which is 
necessarily changing in time dynamically because of the VBR traffic. Both transfer data 
without constraints on end-to-end delay and delay variation. Typical applications are 
computer communications, such as file transfer and e-mail. 
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UBR service provides no feedback mechanism. If the network is congested, UBR cells 
may be lost; this is analogous to the 'best-effort' service provided by IP. In contrast, an 
ABR source gets feedback from the network. The network provides information 
periodically about the bandwidth available to the connection and the state of congestion. 
The source's transmission rate is continually adjusted in accordance with this feedback 
information. This dynamic adjustment of transmission rate by the source, during the 
lifetime of the connection, is designed to reduce the probability of congestion. For ABR 
service, a guaranteed minimum bandwidth (MCR) is negotiated during the connection 
setup negotiations. 
The traffic information, discussed above, together with the QoS requirements are used 
by the network to perform Call Admission Control (CAC) in which bandwidth is 
allocated to the connections in order to meet the QoS requirements of the new and 
existing connections. If sufficient bandwidth is not available, the connection request is 
rejected. 
One of the most popular methods proposed for performing CAC is to use equivalent (or 
effective) bandwidth allocations, although this has not been standardised yet. The 
equivalent bandwidth of a connection is characterised by a value lying between the peak 
and mean bit-rates of the call. When a new connection is set up, an amount of 
bandwidth equal to its equivalent bandwidth is reserved on the whole route for the 
duration of connection. CAC control consists of determining whether there is sufficient 
available bandwidth to accept the new call. 
2.7 OAM Functions 
Recommendation 1.610 "B-ISDN Operation and Maintenance Principles and Functions" 
[55] describes the minimum functions that must be implemented for maintaining the 
physical layer and the A TM layer at the user-network interface. Operation and 
Maintenance (DAM) functions specified for five types of actions are given in the Table 
2.2. 
The OAM functions are organised into five hierarchical l~vels (Fl to FS), which 
correspond to the hierarchical levels of transport functions. FS, F4, F3, F2 and Fl 
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correspond to VC level, VP level, transmission path level, digital section level and 
regenerator section level respectively. F5 and F4 are functions at the ATM layer, and 
F3, F2 and Ft are functions at the physical layer. The ATM Layer's OAM functions are 
summarised in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.2 OAM Actions . 
,Function Name, . ~Description ""1 • .. . Result ," '~y , ,', 
Performance The managed entity is monitored by Maintenance event 
monitoring continuous or periodic checking of information is produced. 
functions. 
Defect and failure Malfunctions or predicted Maintenance event 
detection malfunctions are detected by information or various 
continuous or periodic checking. alarms are produced. 
System protection Effect of failure of a managed entity The failed entity is 
is minimised by blocking or excluded from operation. 
changeover to other entities. 
Provision of Failure information is given to other Alarm indications are given 
failure or management entities. to other management 
performance planes. Response to a status 
information report request is also given. 







external test system of a failed entity 
if failure information is insufficient. 
Table 2.3 OAM Functions of the ATM Layer. 
:: Function ~ ): "v Flow>' DefectIFailure "System Protection' and 
.; ,,·'!,;,':'·f . ., , Detection :,,:,' Failure Information;:" 
Monitoring of path Path not available. 














A TM layer OAM information is transferred by OAM cells. VP level OAM cells are 
identified by a unique set of VCI values (3 and 4), whereas VC level OAM cells are 
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identified by a unique set of payload type values (4 and 5). A TM layer CAM functions 
include performance monitoring, failure reporting, continuity checking, and loopback 
testing. 
Failure detection may occur in the physical or ATM layer. If a failure is detected in the 
physical layer, and it is not protected by any restoration technique, then the A TM layer 
will be notified. For failure reporting, two kinds of alarm indications are generated in 
the ATM layer: AIS (Alarm Indication Signal) and FERF (Far End Receive Failure). 
The AIS is used to alert the downstream nodes that a failure has been detected upstream. 
The FERF cell is sent upstream along the failed path indicating for the source that there 
is a problem downstream to the receiving node. This mechanism provides efficient 
means for error detection and notification. 
Figure 2.6 shows the OAM cell format at the ATM layer. The OAM cell type field is 
used to indicate one of the three OAM cell types: performance management OAM cell, 
fault management OAM cell and activation/deactivation CAM cell. The OAM function 
type field indicates the CAM cell function (e.g., alarm reporting, continuity check, etc.). 
The CAM cell payload field differs depending on the type of OAM cell. 6 bits are 
unused and all set to zero. The CRC field contains an error detection code generated 
over the 48-byte payload. 
CAM cells are widely used in various restoration techniques as restoration message 
transfer mechanism. 
Header CRC 
5 bytes 4 bits 6 bits 10 bits 
Figure 2.6 OAM Cell Format. 
2.8 PNNI 
In attempt to provide a standard-based solution to routing and signalling the ATM 
Forum defined a PNNI (Private Network-Node Interface, or Private Network-to-
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Network Interface) protocol for use between ATM nodes and between groups of ATM 
nodes [8]. 
PNNI includes two categories of protocols. The first protocol is defined to distribute 
topology information between ATM nodes. This information is used to compute paths 
through the network. A hierarchy mechanism ensures that this protocol scales well for 
large worldwide A TM networks. A network is segmented into the peer groups. All the 
nodes within a peer group exchange link information among them obtaining topology 
database representing the group. Peer groups are organised into a hierarchy where peer 
groups are associated with parent groups, which in turn are grouped into higher layer 
groups and so forth. Routing outside a peer group is based on the same principles, but is 
achieved at the higher layers hierarchy. PNNI topology and routing is based on the well-
known link-state routing technique. 
The second protocol is defined for signalling, that is message flows used to establish 
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections across the ATM network. This 
protocol is based on the ATM Forum UNI signalling, which mechanisms added to 
support source routing, crankback' and alternate routing of call setup requests in case of 
connection setup failure. 
PNNI could be potentially exploited for restoration purposes to implement, for example, 
a selective flooding mechanism. However, it is a very complex protocol requiring 
considerable traffic overhead. Consequently, it is doubtful that it will be used in tactical 
networks because of their limited resources. 
2.9 Summary 
A TM technology will be the technology used in future military communication systems. 
This chapter explained the various aspects of A TM. It also described the characteristics 
of tactical networks and the implications these characteristics have for restoration 
algorithms in tactical networks. 
I Crankback procedures are used to reroute calls that are rejected within a PNNI domain. 
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Chapter 3. Restoration Algorithms for Civil Networks 
Various approaches to restoration, sometimes called self-healing, have been studied for 
civil networks. This chapter gives a critical analysis of this research. There are a number 
of ways in which restoration algorithms can be classified; these are explained in section 
3.1. . The remaining sections give a description and critical analysis of proposed 
algorithms, grouped according to the approach they use. The final section presents a tree 
diagram that shows how the algorithms discussed in the chapter are classified. It also 
summarises the disadvantages of the algorithms and draws the conclusion that none are 
suitable for restoration in a tactical network. 
3.1 Classification of Network Restoration Schemes 
There are several alternative approaches to restoration in ATM networks. Some of them 
evolved from those of conventional networks (e.g., Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), 
while others have been initially proposed for A TM networks. Restoration schemes can 
be classified using several parameters [6, 10] and the purpose of this subsection is to 
explain this classification. 
3.1.1 Centralised Restoration versus Distributed Restoration 
Centralised Restoration schemes use a single management system to perform all 
restoration functions, which include failure detection, selection of alternate routes, and 
path generation. Examples of this approach are FAST AR proposed for PDH networks 
[11, 12] and SUCCESS for SDH networks [13]. The basic mechanism of these typical 
centralized control schemes can be applied in ATM networks with minor modifications. 
The algorithms with centralized control take an all-network view of the failure, and 
make it easier to optimise the restoration plan. As a result, network resources can be 
used more effectively compared to distributed restoration algorithms. 
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In contrast, restoration speed is relatively slow with the centralized control [14, 45]. 
This is because of the communication delay between the centralised controller and 
network elements, and the heavy processing load on the central management system. 
Accordingly, it may be difficult with this scheme to complete restoration within the two 
seconds limit required by most existing services for normal functioning [15]. Another 
disadvantage of centralised algorithms is their vulnerability to single (central) node 
failure. This makes them unsuitable for a tactical environment. Hence, only distributed 
restoration schemes are considered in this study. 
3.1.2 Layer of Restoration (physical Layer versus ATM Layer Restoration) 
The restoration can be performed either at the physical layer or the ATM layer. 
Restoration at the physical layer is provided by protecting communication links by 
identical spare elements (for more information, see description of Automatic Protection 
Switching mechanism presented in section 3.2). Traffic can be switched to the spare 
element very quickly and with simple electronics. However, with this approach 
resources are used inefficiently, priority system support is not possible and restoration 
from node failures or multiple failures cannot be guaranteed. 
ATM layer restoration techniques reroute individual calls around a failure site and are 
more suitable for tactical networks, because they are flexible, use resources more 
efficiently and can support a priority system. Several methods and algorithms that are of 
particular interest are described in sections 3.4 and 3.5 in details. 
3.1.3 Type of Restoration (Real Time versus Pre-Planned Restoration) 
There are two ways to implement restoration at the ATM layer: dynamic restoration 
algorithms look for alternative paths for disrupted connections recovery after a failure, 
while pre-planned restoration algorithms are realized by preparing backup routes . 
beforehand and activating them when a failure occurs. 
Pre-planned restoration techniques are costly in terms of storage space and pre-
computations required. Their advantages are the ability to make more optimal use of 
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resources, and the relative simplicity of execution. Pre-planned restoration is usually 
faster, but it does not always guarantee successful restoration because of the changing 
conditions in a network. 
Both methods are implemented at the ATM layer and are of particular interest for 
tactical environment. 
3.1.4 Type of Rerouting (Span versus Path Restoration) 
There are three main alternatives, when a restoration algorithm tries to reroute failed 
connections over the working facilities. These are: 
• path restoration that provides complete path reconfiguration (alternate route is 
usually selected to be node disjoint from the original); 
• link (or span, or line) restoration that diverts connections only around the failed 
link or node; 
• local-destination approach that reroutes failed connections from node adjacent to 
the failure site to their destination (or source) nodes. 
The link restoration techniques are often less efficient than path restoration in terms of 
bandwidth required because inevitably diverting the connection around a failed link 
produces an elongated version of the original end-to-end connection. Path restoration 
uses free bandwidth more efficiently, but it is slow when used in dynamic restoration 
algorithms. 
Local-destination approach to restoration is not so widely used as the other two, because 
it inherits to a certain extent the disadvantages of both path and link restoration 
approaches and requires more complicated route search procedures. 
3.2 Automatic Protection Switching 
The Automatic Protection Switching (APS) is the simplest restoration mechanism that 
uses distributed control [6]. Initially, it was proposed for SOH and POH networks [16, 
17]. The APS is constructed on a set of working and backup communication links, 
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where traffic is switched from the failed working link(s) to pre-assigned backup link(s) 
upon failure detection. APS schemes are classified into three types: 
• The 1 + 1 APS is based on pairing one working link with one backup link. The 
signal is transmitted on both links in parallel ("+"'means parallel transmission). 
When the working link fails, only the receiver side node switches the connection 
from working to backup. 
• The 1: 1 APS also pairs each working link with one backup. link, but signals are 
not transmitted on the backup link unless a failure occurs (":" means non parallel 
transmission). Therefore, when the working link fails, both the receiver side node 
and the transmitter side node switch the connection from working to the backup 
link. 
• The m:n APS is an enhancement of 1: 1 APS, and associates m working links with 
n backup links. Generally, m is bigger than n, so a backup link may be shared by 
several working links. 
APS utilises the spare resources less effectively than self-healing techniques proposed 
for mesh network topologies because it does not share (or shares primitively) spare 
resources. Moreover, it cannot restore node failures, which are a primary concern for 
tactical networks. Hence, it can be concluded that APS is not a suitable restoration 
scheme for tactical networks. 
3.3 Self-Healing Rings· 
Self-healing ring (SHR) is a high-speed restoration scheme for ring topology networks 
[6, 17]. Imposing a network ring topology allows. the restoration algorithm to be 
simplified. When a failure occurs, traffic is simply switched in the backwards direction. 
As a result, high-speed restoration can be achieved (e.g., 50 msec in SONET networks). 
In terms of algorithm and construction details, SHR techniques implemented at the 
physical layer are similar to 1 + 1, or 1:1 APS. In the SDHlSONET layer, SHR can 
decrease the network cost and simplify the network management [6]. ATM layer SHR 
schemes have also been proposed in the literature [18, 19]. 
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The SHR restoration techniques are also not suitable for tactical networks, because the 
topology of tactical networks is not a ring. Also, multiple node or link failures can 
fragment a ring-based network making some nodes unreachable. 
3.4 Dynamic Restoration Algorithms 
The largest group of algorithms refers to the class of distributed restoration algorithms 
proposed for networks with mesh topologies. These algorithms are of particular interest 
for us. They can be divided in two main groups: dynamic restoration algorithms and the 
algorithms of pre-planned restoration, and they can potentially be applicable in tactical 
environment. Consequently, these methods and algorithms are described in more details 
below. 
Dynamic restoration algorithms have been developed for mesh network topologies and 
use flooding techniques to discover alternative paths for disrupted connection recovery 
after link or node failure. Three main approaches to dynamic restoration can be 
distinguished. These are the sender-chooser approach, the double-search self-healing 
method and the Komine algorithm. 
3.4.1 Sender-Chooser Approach 
Several dynamic restoration algorithms [20-22, 31, 46, 49] use the sender-chooser 
approach for failed connection re-routing after single link failures (Fig. 3.1). 
In the event of a link failure, both nodes adjacent to the failure recognise the fault, and 
by some predetermined, but arbitrary, ranking of nodes, one node becomes a sender, 
while the other one becomes the chooser (Fig. 3.la). The sender broadcasts request 
(search) messages, containing such fields as the failure identification information, the 
sender and the chooser ID, the requested bandwidth and a hop count field (Fig. 3.1b). 
The requested bandwidth field is used to collect information about the spare capacity on 







Figure 3.1 Sender-Chooser Approach to Dynamic Restoration. 
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The transit nodes (those between the sender and chooser) process request messages by 
updating them with route information and rebroadcast them after incrementing the hop 
count field. If the hop count in a request message reaches a pre-set maximum value, the 
message is discarded. 
On receipt of the request messages, the chooser node selects one or more alternative 
routes (disrupted connections can be re-routed over different physical paths), and sends 
an acknowledge (connect) message, containing information for transit nodes and the 
sender about the new configuration, back to the sender along the new route or routes 
(Fig.3.lc). 
The main disadvantages of these algorithms are the large number of flooded messages 
and the fact that they are unable to restore connections after node or multiple link 
failures. Also, they do not support a priority system. This makes them unsuitable for 
tactical networks. 
3.4.2 Double-Search Restoration Algorithm 
The two prong [23] and the double-search [24] restoration algorithms use a similar, 
sender-chooser approach to dynamic link restoration but with two senders and two 
choosers2 (Fig. 3.2). 
When a transmission link fails, nodes at the ends of the failed link detect the failure 
(Fig. 3.2a). These nodes both become senders and broadcast search messages. After 
broadcasting the search messages, they assume a chooser state. 












" 4 J--------{ 
Figure 3.2 Double-Search Restoration Algorithm. 
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Transit nodes rebroadcast search messages on the neighbouring links updating route 
information stored in the message body and reserving the available (spare) capacity on, 
these links for possible use by re-routed connections (Fig. 3.2b). If a transit node 
receives two search messages from different senders (this is called a collision), it 
combines the contents of these messages into a response message, which is returned to 
the choosers (Fig. 3.2c). When a chooser receives one or several response messages, it 
selects alternative routes for failed Virtual Path (VP) restoration and sends acknowledge 
message back to the sender along these routes (Fig. 3.2d). When bi-directional VPs are 
disrupted, the choosers select the alternative upstream and downstream paths 
independently. 
The double-search approach has a number of advantages compared with the algorithms 
using the sender-chooser scheme: 
• It is faster [24, 25]. 
• It reduces the search area. In double-search algorithms the hop count limit that 
restricts the search area can be almost half that ofsender-chooser algorithms. 
• It reduces the number of invalid nodes [24]. Valid nodes are nodes, which exist 
over the alternative path candidates. Invalid nodes are nodes that receive search 
messages but are not candidates for supporting alternative routes. 
• It allows fast restoration of bi-directional VPs. The upstream and downstream VPs 
can both be restored at the same time. 
Unfortunately, this algorithm is not designed to restore connections after node and 
multiple link failures, which are likely to be typical in tactical networks. Also it does not 
support a priority system. These disadvantages are significant for tactical networks. 
However, the double-search technique provides an effective mechanism for dynamic 
restoration since it reduces restoration time and the number of flooded messages. 
3.4.3 Limitations of a Sender-Chooser Approach 
Simple flooding used in the sender-chooser and double-searc~ techniques cannot handle 
multiple-link or node failures because of the following problems: 
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1. Fault location. A node adjacent to the failure cannot distinguish between link or 
node failure. The Komine algorithm described below solves this problem using 
multi-destination flooding. 
2. Contention/or spare capacity. In the case of multiple failures, restoration messages 
coming from different nodes might contend for spare capacity on the same link. 
The simplest approach is to assign spare capacity on a first-come, first-served basis 
[26]. Another way to solve this problem is presented in section 3.4.5. 
Consequently, new approaches or modifications to these techniques are necessary to 
provide restoration from node failures and multiple failures. 
3.4.4 Komine Algorithm 
The Komine algorithm [26] is the only dynamic restoration algorithm catering for 
restoration of both link and node failures. It uses a modified sender-chooser approach in 
which a sender node uses multi-destination flooding to the two preceding (upstream) 
nodes/or each/oiled path. The IDs of two preceding nodes for every path traversing the 
node are detennined beforehand by a path route monitoring procedure. Both these nodes 
are considered to be choosers and either, or both, can respond to the flooded request 
messages. Thus, link or node failures do not have to be distinguished because there is 
always at least one chooser. 
The disadvantages of this approach are: 
• less efficient handling of link failures (this is not important for tactical networks); 
• for multi-destination flooding support, each node must store infonnation about all 
the connections passing through the node; 
• a large number of flooded restoration request messages are generated; 
• an inability to support restoration from multiple node failures; 
• the technique does not support a priority system. 
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The last three disadvantages are very important for tactical networks. However, the 
ability of the Komine algorithm to restore connections after single node failures could 
be exploited in tactical networks. 
3.4.5 Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Double-Link Failures 
In [27] the dynamic restoration algorithm using the sender-chooser approach, which can 
also recover from double-link failures has been proposed. Its basic operations are as 
follows. 
After two concurrent link failures, a node adjacent to each failure becomes sender and 
broadcasts request messages. Transit nodes rebroadcast these messages performing the 
same operations as in sender-chooser algorithms. If a transit node receives request 
messages from different senders, it assumes a contention state. It stores the request from 
one of the senders, for instance the sender with lower ID, and rebroadcasts the request 
message received from the sender with higher ID. When the restoration process initiated 
by the sender with higher ID is complete, this sender broadcasts a clear reservation 
message. When a contention node receives this message, it broadcasts the stored request 
message from the sender with lower ID to resume restoration of this failure. From then 
on, all standard steps of the sender-chooser algorithm for single link failures are 
performed. 
The disadvantage of this algorithm is that it uses the sender-chooser scheme and 
therefore cannot recover from node failures. Also it does not support a priority system 
and generates a very large number of messages. However, this mechanism for handling 
multiple failures can be modified for use in tactical networks. 
3.5 Pre-planoed Restoration Algorithms 
Pre-planned restoration algorithms have also been designed for mesh networks. 
Alternative routes are found beforehand, and activated after a failure occurs. This 
section introduces a number of these algorithms. 
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3.5.1 Virtual Path Protection Switching 
In the self-healing schemes described in [28-30] every working Virtual Path (VP) is pre-
assigned a backup VP that is selected to be node disjoint from the working one. The 
bandwidth of a backup VP is set at zero. Path restoration is realised by acquiring the 
required bandwidth along the backup VP from shared spare resources3 when failure 
occurs, and redirecting cells from the failed VP to the backup VP. 
When a link or node failure occurs in an ATM network AIS (Alarm Indication Signal) 
is sent to the downstream VP termination node (VP destination node) to notify it about 
the event. This node starts a restoration procedure, then. Three alternative backup VP 
activation protocols have been proposed. 
3.5.1.1 NTT approach 
With the method proposed by NIT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) 
[28] (Fig. 3.3), the VP downstream node, which detects a failure. sends a confirmation 
message including the .bandwidth required, along the backup VP and switches the failed 
VP to the backup VP (Fig. 3.3a). Transit nodes allocate the bandwidth if the spare 
capacity is greater than or equal to the bandwidth required by this VP, and retransmit a 
confirmation message to the next node along the backup VP (Fig. 3.3b). If the required 
bandwidth is not available along the entire route. an uncapturable message is sent back 
to the VP destination to start the cancelling process. When the upstream VP termination 
node receives the confirmation message. it switches traffic from the failed VP to the 
backup VP (Fig. 3.3c). This completes failure restoration for this VP. No other actions 
! are proposed ifthere is insufficient spare capacity along a backup VP. 
J Potentially, all available bandwidth on all links in the network can be used for restoration. 
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Figure 3.3 Pre-planned Restoration Algorithm. 
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3.5.1.2 Immediate Rerouting 
The Immediate Re-routing (IR) approach can be used when bi-directional VPs are 
established. If the destination endpoint of one direction is the same as the origin 
endpoint of the reverse direction, switch table alteration will immediately re-route cells 
onto the backup route for that VP. However, this method may cause congestion along 
the backup VP when there is not enough available bandwidth in the network to restore 
all the disrupted connections. 
3.5.1.3 Late Rerouting 
The third approach, termed Late Re-routing (LR), delays re-routing at the VP origin 
paired with the VP destination until the confirmation message has reached the VP 
destination node and an acknowledgement message has been received at the VP origin 
node [30]. This mechanism can deal with failures of both the working and backup VPs. 
If physical unavailability along a backup VP has been detected by a node that received a 
confirmation message, a negative acknowledgement can be returned to the origin of the 
VP being re-routed to activate another backup VP or another restoration technique. 
3.5.1.4 Advantages of Virtual Path Protection Switching Methods 
The advantages of virtual path protection switching methods comparing with dynamic 
restoration algorithms are: 
• the simplicity of the restoration algorithm compared with dynamic restoration 
algorithms; 
• a smaller number of generated messages than in dynamic restoration techniques; 
• support for path restoration allows recovery from node failures; 
• path restoration allows more optimal use of bandwidth than span restoration 
used in dynamic restoration algorithms. 
These advantages of VP protection switching make it a possibility for use in tactical 
networks. However, it must be modified to support a priority system and restoration 
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from mUltiple failures in the case when both working and backup VPs have been 
disrupted. Also the necessity of extra storage space and the burden of pre-computations 
may turn out to be significant disadvantages taking into account the limited resources 
and complex control problems of tactical networks. 
3.6 Restoration Algorithms Supporting Connection Priorities 
To distinguish restoration of different network services several techniques that realise 
multiple reliability level restoration have been proposed. They are of particular interest 
because they treat different classes of traffic differently. which is important for tactical 
networks. These approaches are QoS Restoration, Failure-Resistant VP Scheme, Hybrid 
Self-Healing Mechanism with VP Priorities, and Multiple Reliability VP Restoration. 
3.6.1 QoS Restoration that Maintains Minimum QoS Requirements 
With this approach. called QoS Restoration [32]. customers at the call set-up phase 
define for each connection the QoS requirements that are used for normal operations as 
well as minimum (worst case) QoS requirements that can be applied in case of a failure. 
Accordingly, when a failure occurs resources of working connections are reallocated. 
that is reduced from normal down to minimum QoS level. This is necessary to get 
additional bandwidth that can be used for restoration along with free resources available 
initially. 
This method can be used in conjunction with any conventional restoration algorithm 
described above with minor modification. 
The main advantage of this approach is that it achieves a higher restoration ratio, if there 
are insufficient spare resources in the network after a failure. However, it assumes that 
QoS degradation is acceptable for customers. Consequently. this approach has the 
following shortcomings: 
• This method does not take into account a priority system. though it can be easily 
modified to do so. 
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• It is not clear whether it is applicable to tactical networks, or not. Degradation of 
QoS requirements can be inapplicable for some (or many) types of traffic in 
tactical environment. 
• This approach requires a lot of computational resources and a large number of 
messages to realIocate resources in a distributed manner. 
• Even if the resources are successfulIy reallocated, full restoration cannot be 
guaranteed taking into account the severity of failures in tactical network and its 
low link capacities. 
3.6.2 A Failure-Resistant Self-Healing Scheme 
In [33] the concept of Failure-Resistant Virtual Path (FRVP) has been proposed. The 
similar method was also described in [37]. This approach is based on parallel 
transmission of cells between the VP source and VP destination nodes. Several VPs 
using usually node disjoint routes are established between source and destination. The 
source node duplicates user celIs and transmits them on all these VPs simultaneously. 
As a result failure along one of the alternative VPs will not affect the other(s), and 
service interruptions will not occur. 
This approach implements a very reliable data transmission scheme and provides high 
reliability. It· can be potentially applied in tactical networks to traffic of highest 
priorities, but has several disadvantages: 
• Extra traffic is generated. Taking into account a limited throughput of tactical 
networks this can be a very serious problem. 
• Generation of disjoint paths and other management overhead (such as 
synchronisation of alternative VPs) are necessary. 
• MUltiple failures, which are possible in tactical environment, can disrupt even VPs 
that use independent routes. If this were the case, another restoration technique is 
still necessary. 
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3.6.3 Hybrid Self-Healing Mechanism with VP Priority 
This approach proposed in [34 and 44] uses a modified VP Protection Switching 
method. The primary distinction of this scheme, called Hybrid Self-Healing, is that each 
VP is assigned some priority level. And upon failure detection the VP downstream 
node, which receives an AIS signal, schedules the restoration process according to the 
priorities of failed VPs. 
To schedule restoration the hold-off timeout (HT) is used. The restoration of traffic of 
the highest priority is started immediately. After sending request messages for all 
disrupted VPs of the highest priority a node waits for the HT timeout before starting 
restoration process for the next priority level. The process is repeated until there exist 
any unrestored connections. The authors select the HT value according to the following 
equation: 
HT = h • (T, + T p ) (3.1) 
Here h is the average length of backup VPs in the networks, T, and T p are average 
link propagation and node processing delays respectively. 
Other distinctions of this algorithm from the conventional VP Protection Switching 
algorithm are insignificant and do not influence parameters and performance of the 
restoration process considerably. 
The main advantage of this approach is that the highest priority connections are restored 
first eliminating contention for spare resources with VPs of lower priorities. However, it 
still has some shortcomings: 
• Overall restoration time is increased by introducing extra delays (HT timeout). 
• The algorithm cannot provide efficient restoration in case of high network load. 
It is also supposed that new algorithms for tactical networks proposed below provide 
more flexibility and controllability than the proposed algorithm and better correspond to 
specific requirements of tactical networks. 
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3.6.4 Multiple Reliability VP Restoration 
The algorithm proposed in [35] implements a modified VP Protection Switching 
approach to restoration. Its first characteristic feature is that a priority, called restoration 
probability, is assigned to each VP in the network. Also several additional functions are 
added to realise prioritised restoration of disrupted connections. The flow of the 
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Figure 3.4 Multiple Reliability VP Restoration. 
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The first phase of the algorithm is referred to as a Bandwidth Capture Phase. When a 
downstream VP terminator node detects a failure by receiving an AIS signal. it starts a 
restoration process by sending a capture message along the backup VP. Transit nodes 
receiving a capture message attempt to reserve the appropriate bandwidth on the link. If 
it is available, it updates the message in a usual manner and sends it further along the 
backup VP. Otherwise, one or more lower priority VPs are selected and reserved to 
release their bandwidth in the next phase. 
To control the restoration process and limit the bandwidth release two additional 
parameters are added to the capture message. Wsum is the sum of priorities of VPs 
reserved for release, while VPIbump stores VPI values of these VPs. Also, the following 
rule is checked every time a node attempts to release low-priority VPs: Wsum must not 
exceed the priority of the VP being restored. 
In the second phase the bandwidth release process is executed. The phase is started 
when the upstream VP node receives a release message. If it is not necessary to release 
any lower-priority VPs, the transit nodes and VP upstream node work as in standard VP 
protection switching algorithm (see section 3.5. I). 
If any VPs need to be released, the VP upstream node sends a release message along the 
backup VP back to the downstream node. Any transit node that receives a release 
message and needs to disrupt a low-priority VP, sends a release_ VP message along this 
VP and waits for an acknowledge message. When VP is released and an acknowledge 
message is received by a transit node, it forwards rele~se message further along the 
backup VP. 
When the VP downstream node receives a release message, the last phase (Switch 
Phase) is activated by sending switch message along the backup VP and updating 
switch tables. 
This approach provides the prioritised restoration, however it has a considerable 
disadvantage; it is very complex for a pre-planned restoration algorithm losing one of 
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the main advantages of this approach. In particular, the Bandwidth Release Phase can 
increase the restoration time considerably. 
This restoration algorithm provides a specific understanding of priorities than is not 
applicable for tactical environment. Authors imply that in civil networks several low-
priority connections can be more important that one high-priority, while it may not be 
true in military systems. Some assumptions of military networks researchers (see 
section 2.2 for details) allowed us to suppose that any connection of a higher priority is 
more important than any number of connections of lower priorities. Otherwise, Multiple 
Reliability VP Restoration approach needs further study and modelling. 
Also, it is not clear that a single pre-planned restoration algorithm can meet the 
requirements of tactical networks, because pre-planned restoration cannot guarantee 
recovery from multiple failures. 
3.7 Conclusion on Existing Restoration Techniques 
The part of restoration algorithms' classification that is of particular interest in tactical 
networks is presented in Figure 3.5. The algorithms discussed in this chapter and 
described here in details are shown in this figure as well as two new restoration 
algorithms proposed for tactical networks (DRA-TN and PPR-TN) that are presented in 
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Figure 3.5 Classification of Restoration Algorithms. 
The analysis of existing restoration algorithms has shown that they have the following 
disadvantages: 
(i) Most dynamic restoration algorithms support recovery from single-link failures. 
Only the Komine algorithm is des!gned to support restoration from single-node 
failures. Modified sender-chooser algorithms can restore double-link failures, but 
no algorithm supports restoration from multi-node failures. Also algorithms using 
the sender-chooser approach generate a large number of restoration messages. 
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(ii) Virtual path protection switching methods support restoration from node failures. 
However, they cannot provide restoration in multiple failure scenarios if both 
working and reserve VPs have been disrupted. 
(iii) The algorithms use bandwidth inefficiently. Single and multiple node failures, 
which are likely to be typical of tactical networks would require the provision of 
too much spare capacity to restore all affected connections [36]. 
(iv) Most algorithms do not support a full-scale priority system. There is only one 
algorithm, Multiple Reliability VP Restoration, fully supporting a priority system. 
However, it has several disadvantages as well (see 3.6.4 for more details). 
Consequently, the conclusion from the initial research is that there are no restoration 
algorithms fully meeting the needs of tactical networks. 
New algorithms for tactical networks are presented in the next chapter. It is supposed 
that these algorithms better correspond to the requirements of tactical environment, and 
can provide high performance. 
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Chapter 4. Restoration Algorithms for Tactical Networks 
Since no one restoration algorithm proposed for civil networks fully meets the 
requirements of tactical environment, two new algorithms are proposed in this chapter. 
One of them takes a dynamic restoration approach, while another one is a pre-planned 
restoration algorithm. Both of them are described in this chapter in detail. 
It is argued that these algorithms better correspond to the requirements of tactical 
networks than known techniques, and can provide high performance. 
4.1 Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks 
4.1.1 Background 
The new Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks (DRA-TN) has been 
designed specifically for the tactical environment. It is assumed that tactical networks 
are wireless networks created between mobile military vehicles and possibly a limited 
number of fixed nodes. The mobile vehicles take up positions in an exercise or war zone 
and establish the network whilst stationary. The protocol used on the wireless links 
between adjacent nodes will be ATM, with extensions to satisfy military requirements, 
and the network topology will be sparsely connected mesh with typical node 
connectivity being 3 or 4 (see section 2.1 for more details). The algorithm uses some 
features of the Double-Search Restoration algorithm, described in section 3.4.2, and the 
Komine algorithm (section 3.4.4). 
The most likely failures in tactical networks are node failures and not link failures as in 
civil networks. Although a single link failure may occur because of the failure of a 
(directional) transmitter or receiver, the assumption is made that it is more likely that 
nodes will be spontaneously removed from the network as a result of enemy action. In 
any event, the proposed algorithms can deal with link or node failures but for 
illustration purposes the emphasis in this chapter is on node failures. 
Tactical network traffic can be classified as voice, video and data, and each traffic class 
will have four priority levels. The restoration algorithm will attempt to restore all 
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priorities in all classes but if there is insufficient spare capacity to do this, Virtual 
Channel (VC) restoration will be in priority order, irrespective of class. 
4.1.2 Introduction to Basic Assumptions, Terminology and Operating Procedures 
of Proposed Algorithms 
Before describing the algorithm in detail it is helpful to explain some of the assumptions 
made in defining the algorithms, the terminology used to describe the algorithms and 
the basic operating procedures of the algorithms. 
1. The aim of all restoration algorithms is to find alternative routes, which avoid the 
failure, for the disrupted traffic. In ATM, calls are established on separate 
outgoing and incoming VCs, creating effectively a bi-directional communications 
channel. Since each direction of a bi-directional communications channel (Fig 
4.1a) is treated separately\ restoring channels out-going from A to B via F (Fig. 
4.1 b) is a separate exercise to restoring channels out-going from B to A via F (Fig. 
4.1 c). When the failure occurs, the downstream node detects Loss of Signal (LOS) 
and initiates the restoration process on behalf of disrupted incoming uni-
directional VCs. 




~ ~0~ ~0-. ~®4 ~ (a) 
Chooser Sender 
~0 <J] ~® ~ (b) 
A is upstream of B is downstream of 
failed node failed node 
Sender Chooser 
~ 0~ 0 ®~ (c) 
A is downstream of B is upstream of 
failed node failed node 
Figure 4.1 Identification of Upstream and Downstream Nodes. 
2. The downstream node is called the Senders node since this is the node that 
initiates the restoration process by sending search messages. The node upstream 
of a failure is called the Chooser node since this is the node that ultimately 
chooses to restore the VCs once an alternative route is found. Each single node 
failure will create several Sender nodes, depending on the number of nodes 
connected to the failed node, and for each Sender node there may be several 
Chooser nodes (upstream nodes through which the ves established at the Sender 
node are routed). 
3. The restoration process begins with all Sender nodes building search messages 
and flooding these through the network. The search messages are the means by 
which Sender nodes broadcast the identity of failed connections and the network 
bandwidth requirement needed to restore them. The flooding technique should 
ensure that at least some of the search messages eventually reach Chooser nodes. 
4. For every VC, each node must have the identities of two previous upstream nodes 
along the route recorded in the switch table. This is so the Sender node can 
S Please, note that here and below "Sender" and "Chooser" mean node status values, and sometimes 
"Chooser" node sends a message while "Sender" receives it. 
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identify the failed node (the previous node) and the Chooser node (the one before 
that again) for every disrupted VC. These nodes identifiers are known at call set-
up time and the mechanism for recording these is assumed to be a modification of 
the normal call set-up procedure. Thus in Figure 4.t b, B is the Sender node and, 
in its search message, it will identify F as the failure and A as one of the chooser 
nodes. In Figure 4.lc, A is the Sender node identifying F as the failure and B as 
one of its Choosers nodes. 
5. Flooded search messages pass through intermediate nodes and one or more of 
these messages will eventually arrive at the Chooser node. As described below, 
Sender and Chooser nodes then cooperate to select alternative routes through 
intermediate nodes for the disrupted traffic. 
6. The algorithm will attempt to restore all connections after a single node failure or 
multiple failures with the following exception: 
VCs, which are routed through two neighbouring failed nodes (Fig. 4.2), for 
example A to Band B to A, cannot be restored because the Chooser nodes for 
these VCs (F2 for A and Ft for B) cannot respond. However, VCs between A and 
W, A and X, Band Y and Band Z, can (potentially) be restored. The search 
messages launched by nodes A and B, in Sender mode, will still identify F2 and 
Ft, respectively, as Choosers (as well as other Chooser nodes for other VCs) but 
nothing will come of this search because the Chooser is unavailable. Note 
however it is possible to extend the algorithms to deal with multiple failures 
simply by storing details of more upstream nodes. 
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Figure 4.2 An Example of MUltiple Node Failure. 
7. Every new call, which is accepted onto a link, has an equivalent bandwidth Beq. 
We assume that Beq is the same for every link over which the call is routed. It is 
used in the Call Admission Control algorithm when the call is first placed and is 
entered into the switch table at call set-up. The other, essential, switch table 
entries are shown below. 
8. It is assumed that every link has a known maximum bandwidth. This is the link 
bandwidth. which is available to carry user traffic before any calls are accepted. 
The available bandwidth from node A to B need not be the same as the bandwidth 
from B to A. Beq is deducted from the available (unassigned) link bandwidth when 
the call is accepted. 
9. It is assumed that switch table format is as shown in Figure 4.3b. Node (N-l) (Fig 
4.3a) is the immediate upstream node and similarly (N-2) is upstream of node (N-
I) on this VC. When a failure at node (N-I) occurs, node N will scan the switch 
table and identify all the VCs, which are incoming from (N-l). There may be 
several different entries in the N-2 column (different choosers). The Sender will 
build and flood a search message, which contains all the Chooser IDs and the 
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bandwidth available on the link on which the message is transmitted. Clearly the 
messages sent on each link will be identical except for the link available 
bandwidth, which will be different for each link. After that, each Sender node 
changes its status to Chooser ready to accept search messages from Senders on the 
other side of the failure. For instance, if node C in Figure 4.3a notes a LOS failure 
at node B, it would search the switch table looking for entries 'B'.in the Node N-t 
column. This identifies all the VCs coming through B. The N-2 column for these 
VCs will then identify the Choosers which must be contacted (nodes A and G in 
Figure 4.3a). 
The format of the search message, and other messages, which are associated with 
restoration, and the actions, which follow the arrival of messages, are described 
below in the detailed description of the algorithm. 
(a) 
VC InCo .. Switching InCo . i .. Restoration InCo ." 
Priority Beq In Input Output Out NodeN-2 VCI at In Node Out Node 
VCI Port Port VCI (potential N-2 (potential (node 
chooser) failure) N+1) 
(b) 
Figure 4.3 Switch Table format for node N. 
10. (VCI at N-2) field in switch table for node N stores the VCI values at the 
node (N-2). This is necessary because new VCI values are allocated at every 
so 
node. However, in this study, for simplicity, we assume vel has same 
values across all links of the connection. 
11. Finally, it assumed that every node knows the identity of all its neighbours 
including the bandwidth available on link which connects them. 
4.1.3 Detailed Description of the Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical 
Networks 
4.1.3.1 Step 1 - Failure Detection 
)------{ 9 
)-o------{ 10 
Figure 4.4 Failure Detection. 
Suppose we have the following network (Fig. 4.4). Let us consider how the dynamic 
restoration algorithm for tactical networks works in case of node 5 failure. Suppose 
also, the following bi-directional connections are established at node 5 (Table 4.1): 
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Table 4.1 Connections established at node 5. 
Connection ID Direction Route 
1 Forward (F) 2-6-5-7-10 
Backward (B) 10-7-5-6-2 
2 F 3-4-5-7-10 
B 10-7-5-4-3 
3 F 3-4-5-6-8-9 
B 9-8-6-5-4-3 
4 F 2-6-5-4 
B 4-5-6-2 
5 F 3-4-5-7-8 
B 8-7-5-4-3 
Then the neighbours of node 5 (failed node) have the following switch tables: 
Table 4.2 Switch tables at nodes neighbouring to node 5. 
, Node 4 
C D inVCI in Node out Node out VCI Node Priority Bcq 
N-2 
2 F 230 3 5 230 
-
2 10 
B 232 5 3 232 7 1 16 
3 F 130 3 5 130 
-
1 8 
B 131 5 3 131 6 3 12 
4 F 454 5 
-
454 6 3 14 
B 450 - 5 450 - 4 32 
5 F 375 3 5 375 
-
4 32 
B 377 5 3 377 7 2 12 
.' Node 6 
C D in VCI in Node out Node out VCI Node Priority Beq 
N-2 
1 F 120 2 5 120 
-
3 10 
B 121 5 2 121 7 4 24 
3 F 130 5 8 130 4 1 8 
B 131 8 5 131 9 3 12 
4 F 454 2 5 454 
-
3 14 
B 450 5 2 450 4 4 32 
Node 7 
C D in VCI in Node out Node out VCl Node Priority Beq 
.. N-2 
I F 120 5 IQ 120 6 3 10 
B 121 10 5 121 
-
4 24 
2 F 230 5 10 230 4 2 10 
B 232 10 5 232 
-
1 16 
5 F 375 5 8 375 4 4 32 




Note that in theory these switch tables should have the format shown in Fig 4.3, 
however only information essential to the understanding of the restoration algorithm is 
shown here for simplicity. Note also the following remarks regarding Table 4.2 fields: 
1. (Node N-2) - a potential chooser for a given VC. 
2. Value "-" in (Node N-2) column means that the (in Node) node is terminator for this 
VC. 
3. Value "_" in column (in Node) or (out Node) means that this connection is terminated 
at the current node. 
4. (C) - auxiliary connection ID used only in the algorithm description to identify the 
connection. It is effectively a simpler VCI. 
5. (D) - connection direction (one more auxiliary field). Again, this is used only in the 
algorithm description. 
6. (Beq) - equivalent bandwidth. 
7. Note also, that the (N-2 YCI) value is also stored and processed by the algorithm. But 
for simplification, it is assumed that it is the same value as (inYCI), and thus is not 
shown in the table above. 
When a failure occurs at node 5, nodes 4, 6, and 7 recognise it by detecting the LOS. 
They each assume the Sender state, and start creating search messages as follows. The 
search message format is given in Appendix A. The Sender node searches its switch 
table for rows where the in Node value is equal to 5. It then retrieves all the Chooser 
identifiers (Node N-2 values) from these rows; the Chooser identifiers are stored in the 
search messages. Other information such as Sender Node ID are also stored in the 
message. The Sender node then floods search messages on all ports updating them in 
the following way: 
• ID of the node to which the message is sent is added to the list of Transit Nodes 
(this effectively stores the route that the message takes). 
• Hop Limit Counter is decremented. 
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• Information about the Traffic load for the corresponding link is inserted into the 
message6• Note that this information relates to the opposite direction to which the 
message will travel. For instance, a message sent by node 6 to node 8 will store 
the traffic load information relating to the direction 8 to 6. The reason for this will 
be explained later. 
For example, node 6 creates the following message to be sent to node 8: 
Table 4.3 Search message sent by node 6 to node 8. 
~: ' , . Field Name; .' , .... '. ·'·Value . .,. ,. Description .. 
Message Type I Identifies Search message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 2 Chooser Identifiers 
Chooser Node ID 4 All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 7 table (see above). 
Hop Limit Counter 3 Limits search area. 
Transit Node 8 Transit nodes' identification, and 
Total bandwidth on the route 256 information about the route 8-6 passed by the message. 
B4, B). B2• B. 16,64, 128,216 
.. , , ' }" . , /,. , .;< " End of message . . ", . 
Parameters B4, B3, B2, and B\ characterise the following traffic on the route passed by a 
search message: 
• B4 is the free bandwidth (Le., bandwidth that can be used to restore connections 
of priorities 4 or higher), 
• B3 is free bandwidth (B4) plus bandwidth occupied by 4th priority traffic (this is 
the bandwidth that can be used to restore connections of priorities 3 or higher), 
• B2 is equal to B3 plus bandwidth occupied by traffic of the 3rd priority (this is the 
bandwidth that can be used to restore connections of priorities 2 or higher), 
• B\ equals to B3 plus 2nd priority traffic (this is the bandwidth that can be used to 
restore connections of the 1st priority). 
6 It is supposed that node has information about traffic load of all outgoing links (it is necessary for 
routing). Therefore. link traffic information is inserted/updated before the message is sent on this link. 
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Here and below values of parameters B4, B3, B2, and BI are selected arbitrarily, as in 
this description of the algorithm they are for illustration purposes only. 
Table 4.4 shows another example of a search message sent by Node 7 to node 8: 
Table 4.4 Search message sent by node 7 to node 8. 
Field Name . :. . ~'" .. .' . Value ,' ... .. Description 
Message Type 1 Identifies Search message 
Sender Node ID 7 Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 2 Chooser Identifiers 
Chooser Node ID 4 All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 6 table (see above). 
Hop Limit Counter 3 Limits search area. 
Transit Node 8 Transit nodes' identification, and 






"" "', '<c':" ; .-,' . .... End of message, .. 
Accordingly, 
• messages flooded by node 4 will arrive to nodes 3 and 7; 
• messages flooded by node 6 will arrive to nodes 2 and 8; 
• messages flooded by node 7 will come to nodes 4, 8 and 10. 
This completes the first step of the dynamic restoration algorithm for tactical networks. 
4.1.3.2 Step 2 - Rebroadcast of Search Messages. 
At this stage of the algorithm a search for alternative routes is performed. 
When a node, which is not a nominated Chooser receives a search message (Fig. 4.5), it 
is deemed to be a Transit node. Transit nodes store message information, add their ID 
and data about traffic load on the corresponding link to the appropriate fields in the 
search message, and then rebroadcast it further. This is described in more details below. 
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For example, the event when node 8 receives a search message from node 6 (format of 




Figure 4.5 Rebroadcast of search messages. 
In particular, Node 8 performs the following operations: 
i. It saves the message in a database' - thus information about the routes from 
Sender to this node is available. 
ii. A check for a possible collision is carried out. 
Node 8 searches its database: if the Sender ID of the new message equals any 
potential Chooser ID stored in any previously received search messages (available 
in the database), such event is called a Collision, and it is described in section 
4.1.3.3. 
7 The design of this database can be defined at the implementation phase, because it does not effect the 
overall algorithm operation. 
S6 
iii. Node 8 checks a Hop Limit Counter field of the search message. If it is equal to 
zero, message is not forwarded further. Otherwise, the message is flooded further 
checking first that the routeing information does not create loops. This is done by 
checking the Transit Node information stored in the message; this gives the route 
that the message has already taken. 
iv. Before sending the search message on any outgoing link it is updated in the 
following way: 
• ID of the node to which the message is sent is added to the list of Transit 
Nodes. 
• Information about the traffic load on the route passed by the message is 
updated. 
• Hop Limit Counter is decremented. 
Information about the traffic load stored in the message is adjusted as follows. For each 
priority, the minimum value is chosen between that stored in the message being 
processed and that associated with the outgoing. In this instance, assuming the values 
for the message being processed are those shown in row 1 of Table 4.5, and the values 
associated with 8-9 are shown in row 2, then row 3 shows how the message will be 
updated. 
Table 4.5 Bandwidth information update. 
Received Message 128 216 
Outgoing Link Info 512 32 48 102 228 
Updated Message 256 16 48 102 2]6 
This rule can be defined as 
(4.1) 
where i is the priority 
M - is the traffic load information contained in the message being processed, 
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9 - is the traffic load information for the link connecting Node 9 to this node. 
Consequently, we have the following updated message to be sent from node 8 to node 9: 
Table 4.6 Updated search message sent by node 8 to node 9. 
,;,,"," 
,""/", 
" ~ Field Name ,1.':/:·>~. ' ,~. "'Value " , Description "",' :' 
Message Type 1 Identifies Search message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 2 Chooser Identifiers. 
Chooser Node ID 4 All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 7 table (see above). 
" updated part of the message " ' ", , , 
Hop Limit Counter 2 Limits search area (also identifies length of 
the route passed by message). 
Transit Node 8.9 Transit nodes' identification. and 
Total bandwidth on the route 256 information about the route 9·8·6 passed by 
B4 • B), B2. BI 16.48. 102.216 
the message. 
';:, ~:~\"'>",: ":"::; ':',>,:, ,,: "End of the message .. , . . ~ , , ; , .... ,'.' ' ", 
Search messages at other nodes are processed in the same way. 
4.1.3.3 Step 3 - Collisions 
4.1.3.3.1 Collision at Transit node 
In the process of broadcasting search messages a Transit node may receive two search 
messages from different senders (Fig. 4.6a). If the Sender's ID of one message 
coincides with one of the Choosers' ID in another message, such event is called a 
collision. This means that an alternate route around the failed node is found, and the 
Chooser needs to be notified about it. Hence, the Transit node creates a route-found 





















As an example, consider the scenario shown in Fig 4.6a, where node 6 sends a search 
message to node 8 and node 7 is noted as a possible Chooser. Similarly Node 7 sends a 
search message to node 8 and node 6 is noted as a possible Chooser; these search 
messages are shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 respectively. After completing the 
standard search message processing operations described in 4.1.3.2, Node 8 checks its 
database and notes that node 7 is among the potential choosers for search messages 
from node 6. Effectively the 2 messages combined contain the routeing information for 
the restoration from 6 to 7, in both directions, around the failed node 5. The message 
from 6 also contains the traffic load information on the link from 8-6, similarly the 
message from 7 contains the traffic load information on the link from 8-7; this is shown 
in Fig 4.6c as BS-6 info and BS-7 info respectively. 
Table 4.7 Search message sent by node 6 to node 8. 
' .. ' Field Name :.<' ,'., .'.\ . Value 
" 
Description 
Message Type 1 Identifies Search message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 2 Choosers Identifiers 
Chooser Node ID 4 All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 7 table (see above). 
Hop Limit Counter 3 Limits search area. 
Transit Node 8 Transit nodes' identification. and 




o •• ~ .~ , 
" '.~. 
'. :-.c,·,: ": End of message " , . , ' 
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Table 4.8 Search message sent by node 7 to node 8. 
.. . - . Field Name .' .... , " Value· . . Description 
Message Type 1 Identifies Search message 
Sender Node ID 7 Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 2 Chooser Identifiers 
Chooser Node ID 4 All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 6 table (see above). 
Hop Limit Counter 3 Limits search area. 
Transit Node 8 Transit nodes' identification, and 
Total bandwidth on the route 512 information about the route 8-7 passed by 
the message. 
B4, B), B2, B I 64,96,164,256 
.' . , 
. " .' '.' End of message . . ' . '-c;, ' . .. ': " .......• -."\" , 
Node 8 proceeds by forwarding route-found messages to both nodes 7 and 6. The route-
found message to 7 is an updated version of the search message received by node 8 
from node 6; this is shown in Table 4.9. Note that the message type has changed, all 
Choosers except 7 have been deleted, the complete route between Sender and Chooser 
is stored (by combining the routeing information from the 2 search messages which 
collided). All other information remains the same, including the traffic load information 
which has been gathered along the route from node 6 to node 8. Note that for simplicity 
the values B4, BJ, B2, B1 will not be changed in this description of the algorithm. from 
this point on, although the reader is reminded that in realty the Minimum Function (4.1) 
is applied at each node along the route. Similarly, node 8 sends a route found message 
to node 6. This is an updated version of the search message received by node 8 from 
node 7 and is shown in Table 4.10. 
Table 4.9 Route-found message sent by node 8 to node 7. 
. ".;.' : ., Field Name '. ~<" :-' c,' ... '·:Value " .... ".: >~ , .. ' . Description ,., ,:: .: ' •. '~ ',. l "/' '. '" , ~ .; 
Message Type 2 Identifies route-found message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Chooser Node ID 7 Chooser for this restoration 
Hop Limit Counter 2 Route length from transit node to chooser. 
Transit Node ID 8,7 Route 7-8-6 identification and description of 
Total bandwidth 256 the route 8-6 (amount of bandwidth that can be restored !Jsing this route). 
84. 8 ).82. 8 1 16.64, 128,216 
-." 




Table 4.10 Route-found message sent by node 8 to node 6. 
, :" ..... Field Name>:.>; ..• ~;. Value .' 
.' Description 
Message Type 2 Identifies route-found message 
Sender Node ID 7 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
~--------------------~----------~ Failed Node ID 5 
Chooser Node ID 6 Chooser for this restoration 
Hop Limit Counter 2 Route length from transit node to chooser. 
Transit Node ID 8, 6 Route 6-8-7 identification and description of 
I-T- 0- ta-l-b-an-d-w-id-th--------------+-----25-6-----f the route 8-7 (amount of bandwidth that can ~----------------------+----------f be restored using this route). 
64,96,164,256 
'. .' ". . End of message '; :.' .. ,' ..... :, .,: 
A more complex collision scenario is shown in Figure 4.7. Here the search messages 
have travelled over a number of links before arriving at Node 7. The search message 
that arrives at node 7 originating from Node 8 stores the routeing and bandwidth 
information gathered along the route at each node; these are shown as (R7-4-8) and (B7-4-
8) respectively. Note that the route-found message that is then sent by Node 7 to the 
Chooser (node 1) in response to the collision stores the full route between Node 1 and 
Node 8 (RI-3-S-7-4-8) and that this is an amalgamation of the routeing information stored 
in the 2 search messages which collided. This information is used to route the route-
found message to the Chooser Node 1 in much the same way as source routeing works. 
In contrast, the bandwidth information relates only to the path fragment (B7-4-8) and that 
as the route-found message is forwarded along the second part of the route (from Node7 
to the Chooser Node 1) the bandwidth information must be collected in the same way as 
explained earlier for search messages. Note also that when the route-found message 
arrives at Node 1 the bandwidth information relates to the route direction Node 1 to 
Node 8, hence the reason for collecting the bandwidth information in the opposite 
direction to which the message is travelling. This is necessary because Node 1 will 
restore the VCs in the direction Node 1 to Node 8. 
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Figure 4.7 Example ofa collision scenario. 
4.1.3.3.2 Collision at Sender node 
4 
search_msg 
B ... . 
R ... . 
..... 
....... 




A collision may also happen at a sender node. For example, node 7 can receive a search 
message originated at node 6 coming via node 8. Then, it contains the following 
information: 
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Table 4.11 Search message received at node 7. 
',;"" ";':':"'" Field Name ::';(";!i;~:>:;,'>;:~ '" Value ,.,' " , ,{ -- .- Description 
Message Type 1 Identifies Search message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 2 Choosers identifiers 
Chooser Node ID 4 All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 7 table (see above). 
Hop Limit Counter 0 Limits search area (also identifies length of 
the route passed by message). 
Transit Node 8, 7 Transit nodes' identification, and 
Total bandwidth on the route 256 information about the route 6-8-7 passed 
B4, B3, B2, B. Bandwidth 
by the message. 
along the route 
7-8-6 
" ':, ,,' :';: '?;,,;":;/,; ,,<:,;;,::,::', ,,; End oftbe message ,: ";>-":'" ' ~ ., ," ,,', ";,: 
Node 7 checks its database containing information about failed connections and 
previously received messages, and identifies that node 6 is a potential chooser for some 
VCs. Therefore, it performs the following actions: 
i. It initiates the restoration of the VCs to 6 by sending an acknowledge message to 
it (acknowledgement messages are discussed later in section 4.1.3.4). 
11. It sends a route-found message to node 6 (via node 8) to inform it that an 
alternative route is found. This message has the following format: 
Table 4.12 Route-find message sent by node 7 to node 6. 
',.' Field Name ';" <.' ":,'. Value ,,' ,~ ';t ',', , Description 
" 
" 
Message Type 2 Identifies route-found message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Chooser Node ID 7 Chooser 
Hop Limit Counter 2 Route length from transit node to chooser. 
Transit Node ID 7,8,6 Route identification and description (amount 
Total bandwidth 256 of bandwidth that can be restored using this 
route). 
B4, B3• B2, B. Null 
" " 
,'-'- "- ".; t:",',;.,',; i,' ",- >"; , <," , End of message, :' ,::, 
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Note that the routeing information from the search message is stored in the route-found 
message and used to route it along the same path (but in the reverse direction) as the 
search message. Note also that the Bandwidth values are null. The nodes along the route' 
will complete these in the same manner as described earlier for the search messages. 
4.1.3.3.3 Transit node receives a response message 
When a Transit node receives a route-found message, it first checks if the same route 
has been processed already. Fig 4.8 shows how this could happen. Node 4 receives a 
search message from Node 8, and forwards it onto Node 7. Node 4 then receives a 
search message from Node 7 and a collision is noted. Node 4 responds to the collision 
by sending route-found messages to Node 7 and Node 8. At the same time Node 7 also 
detects collision upon receiving a search message from Node 4 and sends route-found 
messages to Node 4 and Node 5. When Node 4 receives the route-found message from 
Node 7, it will be discarded because Node 8 has been already sent a route-found 
message identifying route 8-4-7-5-3. 
If this is not a duplicate route-found message for the route the Hop Counter is 
decremented. Also, the route information is updated in the same way as described in 
4.1.2.1. Then, the node sends the updated route-found message to the next node on the 
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Figure 4.8 Duplicated route-found message processing. 
4.1.3.4 Step 4 - Alternate Route Acknowledgement 
4.1.3.4.1 Chooser creates an acknowledge message 
When a chooser node receives a route-found message it checks if the same route has 
already been processed. by checking the database of previously processed messages. If 
this is a new route, the chooser selects connections that can be restored via this route, 
starting with the high priority connections. Note that it uses the information about the 
priority and bandwidth requirements for the connections that are stored in the switch 
table at the node and the bandwidth available along the route, for each priority that is 
stored in the route-found message to decide which connections to restore. The chooser 
node then creates and sends acknowledge messages along the route to inform the nodes 
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Figure 4.9 Alternate Route Acknowledgement. 
(a) 
(b) 
For example, Node 7 creates the following acknowledge message (Table 4.13) in 
response to the route-found message after collision at node 8 (note that information 
about several connections can be transferred in a single message). 
Not all the connection disrupted by the failure can necessarily be restored via a single 
route. Also, more than one alternate route can be found during the broadcast process. 
Therefore, the restoration for this Chooser node may not be completed at this step, and 
it may need to wait for other route-found messages (other routes found) for a predefined 
period of time. Only, after this timeout expires does the node clear its database, free the 
resources occupied by unrestored connections and return to the Normal state. 
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Table 4.13 Acknowledge message sent by node 7 to node 6. 
':;'" y"':, Field Name: rt+>,,~,,:, y~, ;;~'~x~fj" Value ','c, , , >, ,,", ., . Description " .,; ',-
Message Type 3 Identifies Acknowledge message 
Sender Node ID 6 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Chooser Node ID 7 Identifies Chooser Node. 
Number of Connections 1 Identify connections being restored by this 
Next VPINCI 120 message. 
Sender VPINCI 120 Next VPINCI value to set in RT in the next node 
on alternate route 
Connection Priority 3 Sender VPINCI value to set in RT at the Sender 
Connection Bandwidth 10 Node (identifies VC that is being restored at its destination). 
Hop Limit Counter 2 Route length. 
Transit Node ID 8 New route identification. 
;~, ';", ' '," ;',"> < ",'-:;' <,;''',~,<,,>''':,' End of message' ,.::", , , " , ". '::-", , .' ~ " 
4.1.3.4.2 Transit node receives acknowledge message 
When a Transit node receives an acknowledge message, it checks if there is sufficient 
free bandwidth to restore given connection(s). The following situations can occur here: 
(i) If the bandwidth required is available, the following information is added into the 
switch table (node 8 in this example): 
Table 4.14 Switch table update. 
Incoming VPINCI Outgoing VPINCI " Bandwidth ""," Priority " ," 
120 120 10 3 
(ii) If no free bandwidth is available, the node checks if there are any connections of 
lower priorities. If there are any such connections, they are disrupted to free 
bandwidth required to restore the connection of higher priority. 
(iii) There is neither free bandwidth, nor low-priority bandwidth to accommodate the 
connection being restored. The cancel message is returned back to the Chooser 
node in this case to release resources occupied by this call. 
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4.1.3.4.3 Assumptions 
Here, it is assumed that: 
1. Once the failure is known, no new connections are accepted until restoration is 
completed. 
2. The resources on the route identified by search/response message exchange are 
not occupied by another process (e.g., providing restoration from another failure). 
Otherwise, another additional mechanism needs to be implemented. For example, in 
case of multiple failures, information about each failure should be stored and processed 
separately. This can be easily achieved by storing and analysing 'Failed Node ID' field 
of restoration messages. 
4.1.3.4.4 Sender receives an acknowledge message 
When a sender node receives an acknowledge message (e.g., node 6 receives an 
acknowledge message from node 8 originated at node 7), it modifies its switch table in 
the following way: 
Table 4.15 Switch table update. 
""C in ~y in., 'out " ,out ..... . Node ,VCI Priority :' Boq 
."':" ,><' i;·,'·''.."~) YCI, ; Node Node iVCI<', < N-2 ' N-2' .', . .' "':"'" 
Old Value 120 2 5 120 - 120 3 10 
New Value 120 2. 8 120 - 120 3 10 
Corresponding connections are restored. 
4.1.3.5 Time-out event at any node 
When timeout set at the beginning of restoration process expires at any node in the 
network, this node removes all the information associated with restoration after this 





4.2 Pre-Planned Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks 
4.2.1 Background 
The late re-routing (LR) approach to VP Protection Switching (refer to section 3.5.1.3) 
currently cannot support priorities or multiple failures' restoration. Multiple Reliability 
VP Restoration algorithm also has a number of disadvantages, and it is argued that its 
performance can be improved. Therefore, a new algorithm based on the LR approach to 
restoration is proposed in this chapter. It supports connection priorities and can be 
modified to work at either the VP, or the VC level depending on the VPNC structure 
(complexity) of tactical networks. 
4.2.2 Algorithm Overview 
After a failure is detected at the VC destination node a request message is sent along all 
backup VCs. The message includes both standard fields for VP Protection Switching, 
the attributes of the VC being restored (priority and the required bandwidth) and fields 
to collect information about traffic of different priorities along the backup VC. 
If there is bandwidth at transit nodes occupied by traffic of lower priority, the node 
stores information about the priority and bandwidth of the VC being restored (i.e. 
identifies low-priority traffic for disruption) and passes the request message further 
along the backup VC. Otherwise (if no resources are available), a cancel message is 
returned to the VC destination node. A cancel message is also sent to the VC destination 
node if a failure along the backup VC is detected. 
The VC origin node analyses request messages received and if the resources required to 
restore a given connection are available, it sends a confirmation (connect) message back 
along this VC. 
Upon receiving the confirmation message transit nodes occupy necessary resources and 
update their switch tables with new VC information (low-priority connections are 
disconnected if necessary). 
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When the confirmation message reaches the VC destination node the restoration of the 
given VC is completed. 
4.2.3 Algorithm Details 
4.2.3.1 Step 1 - Failure detection 
Let us study how the pre-planned restoration algorithm works on an example of the 
standard Rudin Network in the case when there is a failure at node 5 (Fig. 4.10). 
-AIS-+ 
VC downstream node 
Figure 4.10 Failure Detection and Notification. 
Suppose that the following VC connections traversing via node 5 are disrupted: 
Table 4.16 Connections traversing via node 5. 
, Value ;,' ,>'-;-"". Route Beq ,', c Priority '.' Backup VCI, Backup Route 'cc 
23 6-5-7-10 16 2 123 6-8-9-10 
75 10-7-5-6 16 2 346 10-9-8-6 
34 2-6-5-7 32 1 234 2-3-4-7 
196 7-5-6-2 32 1 85 7-4-3-2 
45 4-5-6 48 3 345 4-3-2-6 
215 6-5-4 48 3 72 6-8-7-4 
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When a failure occurs at node 5, nodes 4, 6, and 7 recognise it by detecting the loss of 
signal. 
It is assumed that nodes that detected a failure send AIS signal to VC downstream nodes 
to notify them about a failure. Then, nodes 2, 4, 6, 7, and 10 (VC destination nodes) 
recognise disruption ofVCs. For instance, node 10 detects that VC 23 has been broken. 
These nodes assume the Sender state and start checking backup routes for availability. 
4.2.3.2 Step 2 - Request message processing 
To check if there are available resources along the backup route, Sender nodes (VC 
destination nodes) create request message for each disrupted VC, and send them along 










For example, node 10 creates the following request message for VC 23 (detailed 
message formats are presented in Appendix B 
): 
Table 4.17 Request message sent by node 10 to node 9. 
.> Field Name : . ,:<<":." : ..... Value '. ">;: ..• ,'"",. . .r. Description . ,. 
Message Type I Request Message 
Sender ID 10 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Connection Priority 2 VC priority 
Bandwidth 16 VC bandwidth 
Backup VCl 123 Backup VCI value 
Route length 0 Length of the route passed by this message. 
Transit Node ID 0 Transit nodes' identification. and route 
B4• B3. B2• BI 
information (it is taken from node's switch 
- table). 
',:'/-'. ':'"'' "::":" >:,.:' .. ',,:: '\;"':":'.'., . " End of message' . 
.' . . 
As in the case of Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks parameters B4, 
B3, B2, and BI characterise the traffic on the route passed by a search/request message: 
• B4 is free bandwidth (Le., bandwidth that can be used to restore connections of 
priorities 4 or higher), 
• B3 is free bandwidth (B4) plus bandwidth occupied by 4th priority traffic (this is 
the bandwidth that can be used to restore connections of priorities 3 or higher), 
• B2 is equal to B3 plus bandwidth occupied by traffic of the 3rd priority (this is the 
bandwidth that can be used to restore connections of priorities 2 or higher). 
• BI equals to B3 plus 2nd priority traffic (this is the bandwidth that can be used to 
restore connections of the 1 st priority). 
In this case, B4, B3, B2, and BI are zero. 
Next, node 10 sends this message to node 9. 
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When a transit node receives a request message it performs the following operations: 
(i) Checks if there is free bandwidth or bandwidth occupied by traffic of lower 
priorities on the link, which the message was received fromB• 
(ii) If the requested VC cannot be restored because there is not enough available 
bandwidth or there is a failure along the backup VC, a cancel message is returned 
back to the VC destination node. 
(iii) Otherwise, the node updates the request message with the link information9, 
saves data about priority and bandwidth of the VC being restored in its local 
database (Le. identifies low-priority traffic for disruption). and passes the request 
message further along the backup VC. 
(iv) It also checks, if the VCI of the backup VC is changing at this node's switch 
table, and updates the corresponding field of the request message if necessary 
(Le., the VCI value of VC origin node is backtracked)lo. 
For example. when node 9 receives the request message from node 10 (Table 4.17). it 
updates the message in the following way before sending it to node 8: 
Table 4.18 Request message sent by node 9 to node 8. 
" " Field Name < '>',:." Value· ,', ' , , • Description , . '" 
Message Type 1 Request Message 
Sender ID 10 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Connection Priority 2 VC priority 
Bandwidth 16 VC bandwidth 
, >",;,':' . ,,>\(', ' 
.. ".', :,.'" ..... 'C"", '. ,,' ,;'.' Updated part of the message ..•. ;,' :.~ ... ":":,,." .. ", ,:.. ~ r.·. , -;.,' 
Backup VCI 123 Backup VCI value 
Route length 1 Length of the route passed by this message. 
Transit Node ID 9 Transit nodes' identification, and route 
8 Not only the switch table, but the database containing information about previously processed messages 
is checked as well. If available bandwidth have been already reserved for another high-priority connection 
restoration. it cannot be reserved again by a connection of the same or lower priority. 
9 Note that here we collect information about the VC going on the route 6-8-9-10. while the message is 
~oing in the backwards direction. ' 
o Generally. VCI value can be changed at the VC switching node. but here for simplification we suppose 
that its value remains the same along the whole backup route. 
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1
16,128,196, 356 1 information (describes traffic load on the route 
9-10). 
The rules for updating the fields B4, B3, B2, and B I at the next nodes of the route are the 
same as for Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks (section 4.1.3.2): 
(4.2) 
where i is a connection priority (1..4), 
M - means message being processed, 
N - current link identifier. 
If there was not enough bandwidth at node 9 (e.g., all the bandwidth on the link 9 - 8 is 
occupied by priority 1 traffic), cancel message returned to the node 10 would have the 
following format: 
Table 4.19 Cancel message sent by node 9 to node 10. 
',: ,:: .. :;.·'i·, Field Name:,' ',; ,~. . ': ';Value".;" ' , .' , ' Description ,. 
Message Type 3 Cancel message 
Transit Node ID 10 Identify Message Originator and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Connection Priority 2 VC priority 
Bandwidth 16 VC bandwidth 
Backup VCl 123 Backup VCI value 
Route length 1 Route length. 
NodeIDs 10 Route identification. 
'> .. ~:,.'" ,<::;, ,', .' ,,;' ,:>." : .:,"" ; , End of message 
" 
4.2.3.3 Step 3 - Backup VC Confirmation 
The VC origin node (a Chooser node) analyses request messages received doing the 
same functionality as a Transit node. Then, if the requested resources are available, it 
updates its switch table and sends confirmation messages along backup VCs. For 
example, node 6 receives the following request message from node 8: 
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Table 4.20 Request message received by node 6 from node 8. 
,c:"f:,'· !;\> , Field Name /,;:~t·.'7;~'·'''H~ ''''~',(:' Value " f'~ .:"" .:,' Description d, \ . 
Message Type I Request Message 
Sender ID 10 Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
Connection Priority 2 VC priority 
Bandwidth 16 VC bandwidth 
Backup VCI 123 Backup VCI value 
Route length 3 Length of the route passed by this message. 
Transit Node ID 9,8 Transit nodes' identification, and route 
B4, B3, B2, B I 16, 128, 196,356 information (describes traffic load on the route 8-9-10) . 
. :',: ", ' " End of message .' .... '. " 
" 
.- . 
Node 6 updates the message with link 6-8 information, and if the requested VC can be 
restored via this route, node 6 sends the confirmation message along the route 6 - 8 - 9 
-10: 
Table 4.21 Confirmation message sent by node 6 to node 8. 
';:""."; ; Field Name,,;· i'>.'::; ;',: Value '.::':. ':.' ... " '. <: >.- .,". ,; Description ~, ,\ """ , . 
Message Type 2 Confirmation 
Chooser ID 6 Identify message sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 5 
VCI 123 VCI of the VC being restored 
Connection Priority 2 VC priority 
Bandwidth 16 VC bandwidth 
Route length 3 Route length. 
Transit Node ID 8,9,10 Route identification. 
, . 
.'" 
>':i .'; , ".,'::.;,' , :>. . ;" : '; '. End of message .- . , .,' " ,,' ,."'. 
When a transit node receives a confirmation message it checks if the resources required 
are still available, updates its switch table and forwards the message further on the 
route. For example, node 8 updates its switch table: 
Table 4.22 Switch table update. 
>;", -:.: in Node' in VCI '. out Node ' , outVCI: " Priority Bea 
Old Value 6 123 9 123 0 0 
New Value 6 123 9 123 2 16 
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If it is necessary, low-priority connections are disconnected. 
4.2.4 Possible Algorithm Modifications 
Several backup VCs can be assigned to high-priority working VCs. 
This would require only to change the Step 3 of the algorithm. With this approach, the 
VC origin node waits for a predefined timeout for messages from all alternate routes. 
Then it analyses all the request messages received and selects one of the backup VCs 
for working VC restoration. The node then sends confirmation message along this VC 
and cancel messages along the others to free the reserved bandwidth. 
4.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter two restoration algorithms for tactical A TM networks were proposed and 
described in detail. These are Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks 
(DRA-TN) and Pre-planned Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks (PPR-TN). 
Additional information about the algorithms such as message formats and block-scheme 
descriptions of the algorithms are presented in Appendices A and B. 
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Chapter 5. Software Simulation 
To test the performance and efficiency of the restoration algorithms for tactical 
networks presented in the previous chapter the following tasks need to be accomplished: 
• consistency of the proposed algorithms (Le. the ability to find the correct solutions 
and the absence of deadlocks, bas cycles, improper terminations [64]) needs to be 
proved; 
• their performance characteristics in conditions typical for tactical environment 
need to be assessed and compared with those of known algorithms; 
• the algorithms need to be tested on different network topologies as well as under 
traffic and failure conditions. 
Building a model of the algorithms operating in the network is the most appropriate 
means by which these tasks can be accomplished. 
The three techniques used to build models of communication networks are analytical, 
experimental and simulation. A critique of these is given in Section 5.1 and the 
conclusion is drawn that in this instance simulation is the most appropriate method. 
Hence the majority of this chapter is concerned with describing the design and 
implementation of the simulation package that was built to model the restoration 
algorithms and also to discuss aspects of the environment which have a critical effect on 
operation of the algorithms and thus on the output. The simulation package is covered in 
Section 5.2 and the Simulation Environment is the subject of Section 5.3. 
5.1 Modelling Approaches 
For communication networks modelling, analytical, experimental and simulation 
models are the three most common approaches [67]. Analytical models are 
mathematical and incorporate all the parameters which determine the behaviour of the 
real system. Results are then obtained by substituting values for the parameters in the 
model. Although in theory, an analytical approach can produce more accurate results, in 
practise it has a number of disadvantages. Firstly, the mathematical theory needed to 
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build a model may not exist. Secondly, if the problem is complex it is not always 
possible to derive an accurate model without making exaggerated assumptions. If too 
many assumptions are made then the mathematical model will not accurately represent 
the real system. An analytical model is not suitable in this instance because of the 
complexity of the system. 
Taking an experimental approach, a working model of the system under investigation 
must be built and actual measurements can then be taken. This approach is seldom a 
viable option, since the reason for considering modelling in the first instance is to 
quantify some performance issues before taking a decision to build the system. Unless 
building the model is inexpensive, or there is no alternative, then this approach is 
seldom practical. 
The disadvantages of an experimental approach are the advantages of a simulation 
approach. It is especially suited to comparing alternative designs, particularly if the 
alternatives do not differ much. Essentially only one model needs to be developed and 
variations of this can be produced. Furthermore, the use of Object Oriented design 
allows much of the program code to be reused; the benefits of this are explained more 
fully in the next section. 
5.2 Modelling Software 
A number of commercial simulation packages are available for modelling 
communication networks, for example OPNET, BONeS, COMNET, and others. 
Initially, it was supposed by DERA that OPNET could be used for restoration 
algorithms modeling. Therefore the temporary license was obtained and the evaluation 
of OPNET was carried out to ascertain its suitability for modelling the restoration 
algorithms. It was found that the complexity of implementing the restoration algorithms 
was comparable with the complexity of using a high level language such as e, C++, 
Java, etc. While OPNET has many support libraries, these are useful mainly in the 
modelling of user traffic and this is of no benefit in this study, because user-defined 
algorithms need to be written in a special C dialect anyway. Furthermore the licence 
was very expensive and the problems with obtaining a long-term license were 
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encountered. Consequently, it was thus decided to build the simulation software using 
C++. This choice gave the benefits of 00, particularly code reusability, together with 
efficient execution that is necessary for simulation software. 
5.2.1 Basic Assumptions 
Restoration algorithms are concerned largely with the setting up and tearing down of 
connections. Storing and updating connection records in node switching tables can 
simulate these functions; this effectively extends the existing procedures related to 
connection set-up and termination. Hence, only the process of transferring restoration 
messages (DAM cells) between network nodes needs to be modelled and the user traffic 
is of no consequence in this study. 
All the necessary statistics about the traffic can be calculated using information stored 
in switching tables, or on the data associated with restoration process. 
This approach simplifies the model and drastically improves the speed of simulations. 
5.2.2 Model Description 
A three-level model can be used for writing simulation software (Fig. 5.1a). This is a 
general approach for communication networks modelling used in other packages and 
systems (for example, in OPNET). At the highest level (levell) the view of the system 
is at its most abstract, while the lower levels provide increasing levels of detail. Using 
this approach of refining the various levels of abstraction any system can be described 
by a general diagram consisting of interconnected blocks (Fig. 5.1 b). Each block is 
characterised by its inputs, outputs, internal state and functions describing its behaviour. 
Complex blocks (subsystems) in turn can be represented as a set of next-level blocks. 




















Description , ...... .:> . 
Describes modelling conditions and 
external parameters. 
Network description (topology, etc). 
Describes node structure and behaviour. 
outputs 
Figure 5.1 Model Description: Abstraction Levels. 
At the highest level of an ATM network model description (Fig. 5.2), the system can be 
considered as an interaction of the environment, which generates traffic and failures. 






Figure 5.2 The highest level of system representation. 
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At the next level down a network is represented as a set of nodes interconnected by 
links (Fig. 5.3). This represents the next level of abstraction for the Block AI shown in 
Fig. 5.2. The network structure can be very different at this level. For example, here it 
consists of three nodes (AI, A2 and A3), all interconnected by links and exchanging 
information between them and with the network object (Ao). Note that a node is a 
complex object, which needs to be described in more detail at the next abstraction level. 
ArM 
Nodes 
Figure 5.3 The second level of system description. 
Consequently, at the third level a single ATM node can be represented as a subsystem 
consisting of a buffer, a switch table and a cell processing block (Fig. 5.4). This is a 














Figure 5.4 The third level of system description. 




• Buffer functionality: the buffer stores incoming cells from all the neighbouring 
(upstream) nodes in a queue. Every time a node is interrogated by the Network 
object it reads the first cell from the buffer, and calls the corresponding function to 
process it. 
• Switch table: it is responsible for storing and processing the list of switch table 
records containing incoming and outgoing VPINCI values, bandwidth, and 
priority. It is normally used by the node to switch A TM cells from input to output 
links. In this study it is used in restoration process and for collecting statistics 
about traffic. 
• Cell processing block: restoration algorithm functionality is implemented in this 
block. A flow diagram or state chart can describe any algorithm implemented in 
the system. 
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Thus, with this approach the second level is re'sponsible for generation of network 
topology, traffic and failure scenarios. At the third level restoration algorithms are 
implemented. The advantage gained by using this abstraction approach is that only the 
cell processing block needs to be changed to implement another restoration algorithm. 
This has the advantage of minimising the implementation required. Though more 
importantly it helps maintain consistency between the models for the different 
restoration algorithms. 
5.2.3 Implementation 
The simulations are based on the discrete-event technique. A network is treated as a 
discrete-event system where the events of interest (message, time-out, failure, end-of-
run) occur at discrete points in time. At any given time the state of the network is 
determined by the state of its components. For example, the state of a link is represented 
by its status, total bandwidth and the amount of occupied bandwidth. 
The class diagram designed for this simulation model is given in Figure 5.511 • 
The seventeen classes shown can be divided into two main logical groups: classes 
common to all restoration algorithms that implement the model and classes specific for 
any particular restoration algorithm. The following groups of common classes can be 
identified: 
(i) Classes SimEvent, SimCell. SimFailure. SimMessage and Routelnfo are used to 
implement basic blocks for event and message transfer mechanisms and define 
basic restoration message format. 
11 The primary aim of the class diagram was to show all the classes and their int.eraction. Therefore, some 
attributes and functions are omitted on the diagram due to the limited space available and to avoid 
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(ii) Classes SimBuffer, SimLink, SimNodeBase, SimRData, SimNode, SimRTRecord 
and SimRoutingTable implement event-driven simulations and behaviour of the 
basic network elements, and are used to store and process the corresponding 
service information. Also some functionality of SimNode class implements 
functions specific for different restoration algorithms. 
(iii) Classes SimStatElement and SimStatistics implement statistics collection 
mechanism and are also the same for all algorithms. 
(iv) Class SimNetwork is responsible for storing information about the network and 
coordinating the overall simulation process. 
Event and message related classes (i) describe all the possible events that are processed 
in the system and all the message formats required for restoration algorithms that were 
implemented (Fig.· 5.6). SimEvent is the parent class for all these classes. 
SearchMessage implements format of Search and Route-Found messages while 
AckMessage describes Acknowledge and Cancel messages for DRA-TN algorithm. 
RequestMessagel2 specifies format of Request, Confirm and Cancel messages for PPR-
TN algorithm. 
12 This class is not show in the Fig. 5.5 for the lack of space. It is similar to classes Search Message and 
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Figure 5.6 Event and message related classes. 
Classes (ii) implement basic network elements functionality (Fig. 5.7). SimBuffer 
represents a queue of events in a chronological order that must be processed by the 
corresponding object. SimNode or SimNetwork object identifies the type of the object 
and calls corresponding methods to process them. If some method creates a new event, 
it is inserted into the corresponding object's buffer. 
SimRData class implements a storage mechanism for data being stored at the ATM 
node during the restoration process. Effectively, this is status information and the list of 
messages processed by the node. 
SimNode class processes events stored in its buffer. Its event- and message-processing 
methods correspond to the block A2 in Figure 5.4 and this is the only block that needs to 
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be changed to implement a different restoration algorithm. SimNode also uses 
SimRoutingTable object to store, retrieve and process information related to 
connections set up at the node. 
1 ConsistsOf ... 
SimNetwork 
nMaxVPI SimBuffer 
Nodes ~ vList Links Buffer I InsertEvent() 
Stat I GetNextEvent() 
RestorationAlgorithm I CheckNextEvent() I I..n 




GenerateTratlicO <) I tDelay 
GetStatistics() I..n nStatus SimNodeBase ProcessNextEvent() 2 pNodel 
nlD pNode2 
.... tDelay nBandwidth 
~ nStatus nUsed 1 Buffer .;;; 










I1 RestoredTratlic DisconnectedTratlic I 
SimRoutingTable ~ 
AddLinkO 
nlD O .. n AddConnectionO 
.- GetLinkToNodeO Table SimRTRecord 1 GetLinkStatistics() GetNodeStatistics() 
1 GetNodeStatisticsO GetLinkStatisticsO incJink SendMessage() GetRoutelnfo() inc_VPI 
SimRData ProcessEvent() GetRecordsO out_VPI 
ProcessAlannO GetRecordByVPIO ouUink 
nFailureTime ProcessTimer() AddRecordO nPriority 
nObjectlD ProcessOwnFailure() DeleteReeordO nBandwidth 
nHLC ProcessMessageO FreeBandwidthO nStatus 
nStatus Disconnect( ) GetConnToNode() IncrementFreeO vMessages AverageTratlicLoadO UpdateRecordO Deer AvailableO 
Figure 5.7 Classes implementing network elements. 
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SimNetwork class stores all the network information. It provides topology and traffic 
generation and is responsible for overall simulation process coordination. In each cycle 
of the simulations the SimNetwork object checks all other objects that can process 
events and have their own buffers. If the object is not occupied by processing another 
event, and there are events to be processed, the corresponding method is called. After all 
such objects are checked the system clock is incremented and the cycle is repeated until 
the restoration is completed or end-of-run event occurs. 
The C++ programming language was used for the simulation system implementation. 
This powerful and flexible object-oriented language allows implementation of very 
complex systems and provides efficient means for programming systems, which require 
a lot of computations. The package consists of 31 source code files and about 5.500 
lines of code. 
5.2.4 Modelling Algorithm 
The major steps necessary to run one experiment on any restoration algorithm are 
shown in Fig. 5.6. First, the network topology and traffic conditions are set or generated 
randomly, and the current network configuration is stored to be able to reproduce it at 
subsequent runs. Then the simulations are repeated several times for this configuration 
for various failure scenarios (different nodes' failures), and the total statistics on the 
experiment is calculated. This completes the single experiment of modelling a 




Store Network Configuration 
Read Network Configuration. 
Generate failure for node N. 
Read Event from buffer 
yes yes 
Process event 
Store statstics for this run 
Store statistics for the whole experiment 
Figure 5.8 Modelling Algorithm. 
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5.2.5 Modelling Issues 
5.1.5.1 Network topology 
The software package developed for modelling the restoration algorithms provides 
functionality both for entering predefined network topologies (such as US Network or 
Rudin Network), and for generating random network topologies using parameters such 
as connectivity and number of nodes. 
5.1.5.2 Traffic generation 
Traffic infonnation is stored in switch tables. The switch table typically has the 
following standard fields: . 
• incoming link id; 
• incoming VPINCI value; 
• outgoing VPINCI; 
• outgoing link id; 
• equivalent bandwidth. 
A number of additional fields are necessary to model restoration algorithms. These are: 
• priority; 
• (Node N-2) - a potential chooser id for a given connection (zero value of this field 
means that the incoming node is a tenninator for this connection - see chapter 3 
for more details). 
• (VPINCI N-2) - VPINCI value of the corresponding VC at the (Node N-2) node. 
The assumption is that A TM tactical network traffic consists of bi-directional 
connections (occupying the same route in both directions) with asymmetric traffic 
characteristics. An equivalent bandwidth parameter is used to estimate the VC traffic 
amount •.. 
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Simulation software allows predefined traffic patterns to be entered (this is useful for 
modelling particular traffic scenarios) or randomly generate network traffic with 
different route lengths. The main parameter used to evaluate the traffic load is the 
network bandwidth utilisation (NBU): 
(5.1) 
Bi - bandwidth of link i, 
Li - traffic load on link i 
Connectivity and distance (number of hops) matrices are used to generate connections. 
The traffic is generated on the following basis: 
• connections have the minimum and maximum length (some predefined values, 
which can be arbitrary chosen depending on network size); 
• routes are randomly generated between different node pairs using the distance 
matrix and the reachability matrix; 
• connection parameters (priority and Beq) are randomly selected from the set of 
available values (see Table 5.3 below for more details); 
• the process of generating connections is repeated until the network bandwidth 
utilisation or the number of connections in the network reach their limits 
selected for the given experiment. 
5.1.5.3 Statistics 
The simulation model is designed to collect measurements of metrics typically used to 
assess the performance of restoration algorithms, as follows: 
• Restoration time - the time required by an algorithm to achieve the required 
level of restoration [25]. In our case, this is the time from the moment of failure 
until the time the last connection is restored. 
• Number of restoration messages generated by a restoration algorithm. 
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Note that it may not be possible to restore all the connections after a node failure. 
Therefore. the efficiency of the algorithm can be measured by comparing the network 
state just after a failure has occurred and after the restoration is completed. If high-
priority connections have been restored (even if some of low-priority connection have 
been disrupted) that would mean that an algorithm worked successfully. 
In civil networks the Restoration Level and Spare Usage [25] metrics are typically used 
to evaluate the performance of restoration algorithms. Restoration Level refers to how 
many failed connections are restored: 
R 
. L 1 Number of restored connection s 
estoratlOn eve = (52) 
Number of failed connection s . 
Spare Usage refers to how much free bandwidth was occupied during the failed 
connection rerouting from the point of view of the whole network: 
SpareUsage = ~Bj */j (5.3) 
where Bi - equivalent bandwidth of connection i. I; -length of the route that was used to 
restore connection i. 
However these are inappropriate for tactical networks as they fail to take priorities into 
consideration. Instead different metrics are needed that consider the number of high-
priority connections that have been restored and the number of low priority connections 
that were disrupted during the restoration process. A metric proposed in [35] is the 
restoration probability (RP). Another one proposed here is the weighted restoration 
probability (WRP). They are defined as follows: 
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RP = RN,-DN; 
, FN , 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
RPi - restoration probability for priority i 
RNi - number of restored connections for priority i 
DNi - number of disrupted connections for priority i 
FNi - number of failed connections for priority i 
WRP - weighted restoration probability 
i-priority 
Wi - weight coefficient for priority i 
RPi is a measure of the net connections restored (taking into consideration that some 
lower priority connections may have been disrupted) as a ratio for the number of 
connections that failed. WRP is a weighted average of RPi that gives a higher weighting 
to the higher priorities. The following coefficients are assigned to different priorities 
(Table 5.1): 
Table 5.1 Weight coefficients assigned to different priorities . 
Priority 0 ,>. .. > '.' ":>,, . '0', '. 1 2 3 4 
Weight Coefficient ". ,,' 4 3 2 1 
Thus the following statistics are collected during each simulation: 
• Time taken to carry out the restoration. 
• Number of connections and amount of bandwidth, for every priority level, that 
were disrupted by the failure. 
• Number of connections restored, their p~iorities and bandwidth. 
• Number of low-priority connections disrupted to facilitate restoration of higher 
priority connections, their priorities and bandwidth. 
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5.2.6 Implementation of Restoration Algorithms 
To be able to properly assess the efficiency and performance of the proposed 
algorithms, it was necessary to evaluate them against other comparable algorithms. The 
Komine Algorithm and the VPPS Algorithm were chosen as the most suitable examples 
of dynamic and pre-planned algorithms, respectively, because they share some of the 
characteristics of the algorithms proposed in this research, and performance information 
was available for them [26, 28-30]. The availability of performance results served 
mainly to validate the simulation model. 
Thus in total, four restoration algorithms were implemented, as follows: 
• Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks. 
• Pre-planned Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks. 
• Komine Algorithm for Civil Networks. 
• VPPS Restoration Algorithm for Civil Networks (the Late Rerouting approach). 
5.3 Simulation Environment 
5.3.1 Network Topology 
As stated in Chapter 2, the topology of tactical network is a sparsely-connected mesh 
with average connectivity of about 3 - 4. The link bandwidth is assumed to be 2 Mbps, 
although more often it is 0.5 or 1 Mbps. 
Three standard network topologies have been chosen to model proposed algorithms. 
These are well known experimental networks, used by many researchers in their studies 
[21,24,25,31,35,42,43, etc.]: 
• the Rudin Network, 
• the Metropolitan LATA Network, 
• the US Network. 
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The Rudin Network (Figure 5.7) described and used in [39, 40] corresponds to the 
requirements of tactical networks, and can be considered as a small-sized tactical 
network. 
Figure 5.9 Rudin Network. 
The Metropolitan LATA Network (Figure 5.8) [21, 25, 31, 35, 42,43,48,56] represents 
the medium-sized tactical network. 
Figure 5.10 Metropolitan LATA Network. 
The US Network (Fig. 5.9) used in [24, 25, 48, 50] is selected to study the performance 
of the algorithms in a large network. This is important for two reasons. It allows the 
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scalability of the algorithms to be evaluated. Also, failures at the edge ofa network have 
different characteristics compared to failures in the middle. With larger networks 
failures are less likely to involve edge nodes. 
Figure 5.11 US Network. 
The characteristics of these networks are summarised in the table below: 
Table 5.2 Summary of network parameters. 
:',' .. Connectivity)',:':: . 
. "" .:~ '~:1. ~~: "'': ".:-~;' ~7 ~ <.~.~.~ .;.: 
Rudin Network 2.8 
Metropolitan LATA Network IS 28 3.7 
US Network 28 47 3.4 
5.3.2 Link and Node Parameters 
According to descriptions of tactical networks provided by DERA, link bandwidth 
values selected are in the range from 512 Kbs to 1 Mbs. 
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To be able to compare the numeric results of simulations, link and node delays have 
been selected to be similar to those used by other authors in their studies [24, 25, 31, 35, 
41-43,56]. 
Link delay values used by different authors were 5 microsecondslkm [24],2 msec [43, 
56], 2-12 msec [42], 25msec [31], and some authors do not identify this parameter in 
publications. A 2 msec delay is selected for this study. 
Message processing (node delay) time is varied in different experiments, and was 
assigned values of 0.5 msec [24], 1-3 msec [41],4 msec [42], 5 msec [43,56], 10 msec 
[25,31], 10-12 [35], etc. A 5 msec delay is selected for this study. 
5.3.3 Traffic 
According to [4], voice, data and video services must be supported. Furthermore, every 
traffic type has four priority levels. However, there is no specific information about how 
priorities are assigned to different services. Also, there is no difference for proposed 
restoration algorithms between different types of services. It is proposed to use the 
following traffic classes for simulations according to [4]: 
Table 5.3 Traffic types characteristics. 
,Traffic • Description ;>; '; .Mean data' " : Peak data j Percentage of ;:',;,Beq .. .. 
'. type.: "'~/ ,·rate (kbps) rate (kbps) . .. total traffic' . . '. '. ;. . ... ' .... 
A CBR voice traffic 16 16 60% 16 
B Terminal traffic 0.8 40 30% 8 
C LAN applications 10 100 10% 32 
Total network bandwidth utilisation can be varied from 20 to 80 % (e.g., run algorithm 
for 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% load), while the number of connections can be limited to 
values used by other authors (e.g., 315 for LATA Network [35]). 
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5.4 Summary 
It was argued in this chapter that software simulation is the most appropriate method to 
prove the consistency of the proposed algorithms and to assess their performance 
characteristics. 
The proposed approach to modelling was presented and details of simulation software 
designed to model restoration algorithms given. Four restoration algorithms were 
selected for modelling and subsequent results comparison. The simulation conditions 
that were chosen for modelling are discussed and values selected explained. They are 
summarised below in Table 5.4: 
Table 5.4 Simulation parameters. 
Topology Rudin Network " . LATA Network US Network .' 
Number of Nodes 10 15 27 
Number of Links 14 28 47 
Connectivity 2.8 3.7 3.5 
Message Processing Time 5 msec 
Link Delays 2 msec 
Link Bandwidth 512 Kbs-l Mbs 
VP Bandwidth 8 Kbs, 16 Kbs and 32 Kbs - assigned randomly. 
Available Bandwidth 20~,40~,60~, 80~ 
Number ofVPs Necessary to provide 20~, 40~, 60~ and 80~NBU. 
Failure Type Single node failures. 
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Chapter 6. Simulation Results 
Two new Restoration algorithms have been proposed as part of this research ; the 
specifications of these were given in Chapter 4. It was argued in Chapter 5 that 
simulation was the most appropriate way in which to model these algorithms and an 
architecture for a simulation package together with the relevant simulation parameters 
and parameter values was presented. Chapter 5 also mapped out the experiments, which 
would be carried out. This chapter is concerned with analysing the results of these 
experiments. 
It was apparent from the results of the first set of experiments for the DRA-TN 
algorithm that the automatic restoration of low priority connections after a failure was 
not a sensible approach because these could subsequently be disconnected to free 
bandwidth to allow high priority connections to be restored. Thus a number of 
modifications were included in the proposed algorithm and these are explained in 
Section 6.1. 
Section 6.2 compares the performance of the DRA-TN algorithm proposed as part of 
this research with a comparable dynamic algorithm originally proposed for civil 
networks. The algorithms are compared on the basis of the parameters outlined in 
Chapter 5. Similarly Section 6.3 compare the PPR-TN algorithm proposed as part of 
this research with a comparable pre-planned algorithm originally proposed for civil 
networks. A comparison of the ORA-TN and PPR-TN algorithms is presented in 
Section 6.4. Finally a summary of the results is presented in section 6.5. 
6.1 Restoration Algorithms Modifications and Parameters 
6.1.1 DRA-TN. Restoration Threshold Algorithm Modification 
The ORA-TN algorithm specified in Chapter 4 worked on the principle that it would try 
to restore all connections affected by the failure, and that restoration of high priority 
connections would take precedence over lower priority connections. Thus it was 
expected that lower priority connections would be disrupted to allow higher priority 
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connections to be restored. However, when the first experimental results were produced, 
it was clear that a significant number of low-priority calls, restored at the beginning of 
the restoration process, were subsequently disrupted, specifically, to restore the higher 
priority connections; to restore a connection and then disrupt it soon after is not a 
sensible policy and wastes time and resources. Hence it was decided to modify the 
algorithm slightly such that the restoration of traffic of a given priority is initiated by a 
node only if the average traffic load on all of its outgoing links does not exceed some 
predefined threshold. This modification was intended to reduce the number of 
restoration messages generated and increase the restoration speed without significant 
impact on restoration ratio. 
The expected improvements in performance were confirmed by the experimental results 
shown in Figs 6.1 - 6.3. In the graphs the dashed lines show the results of the 
unmodified DRA-TN, while the solid line corresponds to the modified algorithm for the 
following average traffic load thresholds set: P4 = 45 %, PJ = 60 %, P2 = 75 %. PJ = 60 
% means for example, that if the average load on all outgoing links is more than 60 % a 
node not will not attempt to restore the third and the fourth priority traffic. Note that the 
node will automatically always try to restore the highest priority traffic. 
Fig. 6.1 compares the performance of the Restoration Probability for priority 1 traffic, 
for the unmodified and modified DRA-TN algorithm, for all 3 networks, Rudin, LATA 
and US, in Figs. 6.1a,b,c respectively. In all 3 graphs, at low load there is little 
difference between the performance of the algorithms, because there is enough free 
bandwidth to restore all the high priority traffic. As the load increases, the difference 
between the modified and unmodified algorithms becomes apparent. The modified 
algorithm shows little variation in performance between low and high load, because as 
the load gets higher the average load threshold modification will prevent it from 
restoring lower priority connections. Thus all the free bandwidth will be used 
exclusively for higher priority connections. In contrast, the unmodified algorithm will 
try to restore all connections, so some of the free bandwidth will be used for lower. 
priority connections, thereby reducing the Restoration Probability of the Priority 1 
connections. The performance difference between the two algorithms is more marked in 
the Rudin network (Fig. 6.la) because it is the smallest of the 3 networks and thus has 
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little resources to begin with. The complete results of the comparison of the 2 versions 
of the DRA-TN algorithm are contained in Appendices C.2 and C.3. 
Note that the Weighted Restoration Probability (WRP) values for both versions were 
approximately the same (full results are contained in Appendices C.2 and C.3). This 
means that both algorithms restore approximately the same amount of traffic but there 
will be a difference between the distribution of the restored traffic across the 4 
priorities, with the modified algorithm restoring a higher level of high priority traffic. 
These results confirm the arguments put forward in the previous paragraph. 
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(a) Rudin Network (b) LATA Network (c) US Network 
Figure 6.1 Analysis ofDRA-TN Modifications. RP. parameter. 
The modified DRA-TN algorithm has other advantages compared to the unmodified 
version. The number of messages is smaller (Fig. 6.2) and restoration time is also 
smaller (Fig 6.3) for the modified algorithm. Furthermore, as the load increases so the 
difference between the results for the modified and unmodified algorithms increases. 
This indicates that the modified algorithm is more efficient, and the comparative 
efficiency increases with increasing loadl3. The results also suggest that the modified 
algorithm is more scalable, although further experiments on larger networks are 
necessary to confirm this. 
13 Both modifications provided similar performance on Rudin network due to its limited topology. 
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NBU,% 
The difference in the results is explained by the fact that for high traffic loads the 
unmodified algorithm produces extra messages while attempting to restore low-priority 
connections. These attempts are either unsuccessful, or successful temporarily but then 
these restored connections are disrupted again to allow the bandwidth to be used to 
restore higher priority connections. Many restoration messages are generated in these 
attempts with no extra connections restored. Hence the unmodified ~Igorithm for the 
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Figure 6.2 Analysis ofDRA-TN Modifications. Number of Messages. 
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Figure 6.3 Analysis ofDRA-TN Modifications. Restoration Time. 
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The conclusion is that the DRA·TN algorithm with the Restoration Threshold 
modification has much better performance and is much more efficient, particularly at 
high loads. Consequently, only this version of the algorithm was chosen for further 
study and the results are presented below. 
6.1.2 PPR-TN. Restoration Threshold Algorithm Modification 
The Restoration Threshold modification was also included in the PPR·TN algorithm 
and the same set of experiments were carried out to compare the modified and 
unmodified versions of the algorithm. The results comparing both versions are 
qualitatively the same as for the DRA· TN algorithm and the rationale for the results is 
similar. and thus are not presented here (see Appendices C.4 and C.5 for full details). 
Hence, the same conclusion is drawn for PPR·TN. The Restoration Threshold 
modification restores a higher level of high priority calls in a shorter time. while 
generating fewer messages. Thus only the results of the modified algorithm are 
presented below. 
6.1.3 . Dynamic Restoration Algorithms. Hop Limit Values 
It is standard practice in routing problems to specify the maximum number of hops that 
a route can have otherwise the route can become very inefficient and use an excessive 
amount of resources. Experiments were carried out in this study to find the optimum 
Hop Limit Counter (HLC) values for the dynamic restoration algorithms (DRA·TN and 
Komine algorithms). The optimal values for DRA·TN are 2 for Rudin and LATA 
networks and 3 for US network (refer to Appendices C.3J - C.3.5 for results of 
modelling several HLC values). The Komine algorithm provides the best performance 
with a HLC of 3 for Rudin network and 4 for LATA and US networks (refer to 
Appendices C.6.1 - C.6.6 the results of modelling several HLC values). The HLC 
values given in this paragraph for the respective algorithms and networks are those used 
in the results presented below. 
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6.2 DRA-TN Algorithm against Komine Algorithm 
It was necessary to compare the performance of the DRA-TN against a comparable 
algorithm to be able to quantify the strengths and weaknesses of the DRA-TN. The 
Komine algorithm, which was developed for civil networks was chosen. It shares a 
number of characteristics with the DRA-TN, for instance, it uses dynamic restoration 
and can cope with node failures. It was modified to cater for priority traffic, specifically 
for this study. The complete simulation results for the DRA-TN and the Komine, are 
presented in Appendices C.3 and C.6 respectively, and an analysis of these is given in 
the following section. 
6.2.1 High Priority Traffic Restoration 
It is argued in this thesis that for a tactical network restoration of connections should ., 
take place in order of precedence, with high priority traffic clearly having the highest 
precedence. Thus in evaluating the performance DRA-TN it is sensible to consider the 
results for the two highest priorities, Priority 1 and Priority 2 .. 
The Restoration probability results for Priority 1 are shown in Fig. 6.4, for each of the 3 
experimental networks. For the LATA and US networks, at low load, there is little 
difference between the algorithms, however at loads of 40% and above the DRA-TN 
, 
algorithm is clearly superior. Specifically, DRA-TN gives a higher level of restoration, 
and this is constant across all loads, which implies that the algorithm is stable even 
under extreme conditions. In contrast the level of restoration begins to decrease rapidly 
for the Komine algorithm at loads of about 40%. 
The results for the Rudin network are different. Although the DRA-TN restores a higher 
level of traffic compared to the Komine algorithm, for all loads, both decrease as the 
load increases. This is because the Rudin network is small and thus has limited 
bandwidth. So as the load increases there is less free bandwidth that can be used for 
restoration. 
These results can be explained by the differences in the algorithms' specifications. 
DRA-TN achieves its main goal- the restoration of high-priority traffic. The distinction 
in RPJ values is more evident for high NBU values. At this point Komine algorithm 
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cannot restore a large proportion of the high-priority connections because there is no 
available bandwidth on the alternate routes, while DRA-TN disrupts lower priority 
connections to make the necessary bandwidth available. These results quantify the 
benefits of disrupting lower priority connections. 
RP, ORA-lN RP, RP, 
Konine 
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0.6 0.6 0.6 
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Figure 6.4 DRA-TN against Komine. RP. parameter. 
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Figure 6.5 DRA-TN against Komine. RP2 parameter. 
The restoration levels for Priority 2 traffic are shown in Figs. 6.5 and while the 
performance of the DRA-TN algorithm is marginally better, there is little significant 
difference between them. The decrease in the restoration probability at high loads 
occurs because having restored all the high priority traffic already, there is no available 
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bandwidth left to use. Clearly then there is no bandwidth left for the lower priority 
connections. 
The Weighted Restoration Probability (WRP) is similar for both algorithms (Fig. 6.6). 
This is to be expected because DRA-TN disconnects low priority calls, while the 
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Figure 6.6 DRA-TN against Komine. WRP parameter. 
Again the results are different for the Rudin algorithm because it is a small network. 
Note however that the DRA-TN algorithm maintained a high restoration probability in 
, 
this instance because the double search technique used in DRA-TN provided better 
route search for this particular topology. 
6.2.2 Number of Messages 
The number of messages required to accomplish the restoration is much less for DRA-
TN algorithm in the LATA and US Networks (Fig. 6.7), for the same restoration 
threshold. The number of messages for the DRA-TN algorithm is larger in the Rudin 
network but it must be remembered that the Komine algorithm restored approximately 
half the connections in this instance compared to the DRA-TN algorithm. 
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Figure 6.7 DRA-TN against Komine. Number of Messages. 
The exact values of number of search messages generated by each algorithm are shown 
in Table 6.1. There are a number of reasons for the significant difference between the 
results. The Hop Limit Counter values are less for DRA-TN because the double-search 
technique reduces the flooding area considerably. Also, the use of collisions by the 
DRA-TN algorithm means that the alternative route converges more quickly. Note that 
the number of messages generated by the DRA-TN algorithm, for high NBU values are 
disconnect messages, in contrast to the Komine algorithm which does not disconnect 
calls. 
Table 6.1 HLC values and Number of Search Messages for DRA-TN and Komine 
algorithms . 
, .. 
. ' .... Rudio ' LATA US network Restoration 
Algorithm .HLC·· ... ··· Search HLC, Search HLC Search 
.; . ~. .~ Messages Messages Messages 
Komine algorithm 3 32 4 286 4 253 
DRA-TN 2 29 2 57 3 102 
6.2.3 Restoration Time 
The Restoration Time is shown in Figure 6.8. It is clear from the graphs that the Komine 
algorithm is faster (Fig. 6.8). However, taking into account that DRA-TN completes the 
restoration within 300 msec and that this is well within the accepted maximum 
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restoration time of 2 sec for most applications [IS], then this performance difference 
does not appear to be critical. 
RT. RT. RT. 
msee msee msee 
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(8) Rudin Netwolic (b) LAT A Netwolic (c) US Netwolic 
Figure 6.8 DRA-TN against Komine. Restoration Time. 
6.2.4 Summary and Conclusions 
The additional mechanisms included in the DRA-TN algorithm provide several 
advantages compared to Komine algorithm. In particular, the double-search technique 
and the Restoration Threshold modification reduce the total number of messages and the 
technique of restoring the connections in priority order maximise the restoration 
probability for the high priority traffic. These advantages are considered essential for 
tactical networks and thus the DRA-TN algorithm is considered the more suitable 
algorithm. 
6.3 PPR-TN against VPPS 
The performance of the PPR-TN algorithm also needed to be assessed against some 
existing pre-planned restoration algorithm proposed for civil networks and the VPPS 
algorithm (Late Rerouting modification, see section 3.5.1.3 for details) was considered 
the most suitable. This section provides an analysis of the simulation results and a 
complete set of results for the PPR-TN and VPPS algorithms are contained in 
Appendices C.S and C.7, respectively. 
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6.3.1 High Priority Traffic Restoration 
The restoration probability for Priority 1 traffic is shown in Fig. 6.9. It is clear from the 
graphs that the PPR-lN algorithm restores all the Priority 1 traffic, on all networks, at 
all traffic loads. In contrast, for the VPPS algorithm the Restoration probability 
decreases as the load increases. The results for Priority 2 traffic (Fig. 6.10) show that the 
level of restoration is approximately the same level for both algorithms, although for the 
Rudin network, the performance of the PPR-lN is better. 
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Figure 6,9 PPR-TN against VPPS. RP. parameter. 
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Figure 6.10 PPR-TN against VPPS. RP2 parameter. 
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The WRP is similar for both algorithms (Fig. 6.11) because with a heavy traffic load the 
PPR-TN disconnects many low priority calls while the VPPS manages to restore some. 
WRP PPR-TN WRP WRP 
VPPS 
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Figure 6.11 PPR-TN against VPPS. WRP parameter ... 
These results can be explained by the specification of the PPR-TN algorithm. It is 
designed to disconnect lower priority calls, if necessary, in order to obtain sufficient 
bandwidth to restore high priority calls. Note that connections cannot be restored if the 
failure occurs at a VCNP terminator and this is the reason why the RPJ does not have a 
value of I. 
6.3.2 Number of Messages 
The graphs shown in Fig. 6.12 show the number of messages generated by the PPR-TN 
algorithm is much less compared to the VPPS algorithm, for the LATA and US 
networks, particularly for high traffic loads. This is because the Restoration Threshold 
ensures that the restoration of low priority connections is attempted only if there is 
sufficient bandwidth available. Hence, the number of messages will be lower and the 
restoration of high priority traffic higher for the PPR -TN algorithm 
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Figure 6.12 PPR-TN against VPPS. Number of Messages. 
6.3.3 Restoration Time 
The Restoration Time for the two algorithms is compared in Figs. 6.13. The 
performance for the PPR-TN is better, particularly at high loads. 
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Figure 6.13 PPR-TN against VPPS. Restoration time. 
By comparing Fig. 6.2 with Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.12 with Fig. 6.13 then it is clear that 
there is a strong correlation between the number of messages and restoration time; the 
more messages that are generated, the longer the Restoration Time. 
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6.3.4 Summary 
The overall conclusion is that although the VPPS algorithm manages to restore some 
low-priority traffic under a heavy traffic load and provides almost the same WRP, the 
high level of high priority traffic restoration combined with the generation of fewer 
messages and faster restoration time makes the PPR·TN algorithm more suitable for 
tactical networks. 
6.4 Comparison of the DRA-TN algorithm with the PPR-TN 
The two new algorithms proposed for tactical networks, DRA·TN and PPR-TN, are 
compared in this section. They implement different approaches to restoration, and 
accordingly both of them have their own strengths and weaknesses. 
The advantages of DRA·TN are faster restoration and smaller number of messages 
generated. PPR·TN, in turn, provides better restoration both for high·priority and low-
priority traffic. 
6.4.1 Restoration Time and Number of Messages 
The Restoration Time for both algorithms is shown in Figs. 6.14 and it is clear that the 
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Figure 6.14 DRA-TN against PPR-TN. Restoration time. 
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Also, the number of messages generated by the DRA-TN algorithm is significantly less; 
this is shown in Figure 6.15. 
Mess.es DRA-'J1II Mess.es Mess.es 
PPR-'J1II 
1000 1000 1000 
800 800 800 
." 
600 600 .... 600 
; 
" 
-', / ........ 400 400 400 200 ~ 200 ~ 200 
20 40 60 80 100 NBU,% 20 40 60 80 100 NBU,% 20 40 60 80 100 NBU,% 
(a) Rudio Network (b) LAT A N~work (c) US N~worlc 
Figure 6.15 DRA-TN against PPR-TN. Number of Messages. 
Both of these results can be explained by the fact that DRA·TN uses local rerouting, 
while PPR·TN implements end·to-end path restoration. Local rerouting is faster and 
requires fewer messages to be transferred because the restoration only involves 
diverting the failed connection around the failed node. In contrast, the path restoration 
requires the full path reconfiguration between the connection end points. 
6.4.2 Advantages of PPR· TN 
The PPR·TN always achieves a greater level of restoration; this is shown in Figures 
6.13 - 6.15), In particular, the Restoration probability is about 20% higher for both for 
first and second priorities, compared to the performance of the DRA·TN algorithm. 
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Figure 6.16 DRA-lN against PPR-lN. RP) parameter . 
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Figure 6.18 DRA-lN against PPR-TN. WRP parameter. 
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The superior performance of the PPR-TN algorithm can be explained by the 
specification of the algorithm. Path restoration exploited in PPR-TN uses network 
resources more effectively by distributing failed traffic more evenly over the network. 
In contrast, the dynamic restoration algorithm utilises local rerouting and so there is 
contention for the available bandwidth in the proximity of the failed network element. 
Hence, the DRA-TN algorithm sometime fails to find enough routes, or enough 
bandwidth on the routes. 
6.4.3 Summary 
Two new algorithms proposed for tactical networks have their own advantages, which 
logically follow from their specifications. PPR-TN algorithm restores more traffic. 
However, DRA-TN not only provides a high restoration ratio, it is also faster and 
generates a smaller number of messages. Another advantage of DRA-TN is the use of 
dynamic restoration approach that corresponds better to the dynamic nature of tactical 
environment (see section 2.2 for details). It may not be always possible to provide node 
disjoint backup routes which is a mandatory requirement for PPR-TN. Rearranging 
backup routes after a failure (to prepare the network for the subsequent failure's 
restoration) can be a very complex task as well. 
Therefore, given that the DRA-TN algorithm provides dynamic restoration and requires 
fewer resources to execute (fewer messages generated and thus fewer to process and 
transport) this is considered the most suitable for a tactical network. 
6.5 Summary and Conclusions 
The performance of the DRA-TN and PPR-TN algorithms proposed as part of this 
research were compared to similar types of algorithms designed for civil networks. A 
simulation package was built which modelled the algorithms operating on three network 
topologies: the Rudin, LATA and US networks. Different values of NBU values were 
used to test algorithms' behaviour under various traffic load conditions. Two algorithms 
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· proposed for civil networks, Komine algorithms and VPPS, were tested under the same 
conditions in order to provide a performance bench mark. 
The results indicate that the ORA-1N and PPR-1N algorithms achieve a higher level of 
restoration for high-priority traffic compared to the Komine and VPPS algorithms 
respectively. The difference becomes very significant at high traffic loads. Furthermore, 
the number of messages required to achieve restoration is less for the proposed 
algorithms. 
ORA-1N and PPR-1N algorithms were also compared. The results indicate that DRA-
TN is faster and generates less messages, while PPR-1N provides a higher level of 
restoration. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Further Work 
7.1 Summary oftbe Research 
A TM is an attractive technology for future military c<?mmunication systems because the 
next generation of tactical networks are required to offer high network throughput and 
support multi-service applications. However, A TM was developed for operation in 
network infrastructures that feature the very low failure rates, which are characteristics 
of current and future civil communication networks. In contrast, tactical networks are 
much less reliable. Therefore, if services are to be supported in tactical ATM networks, 
efficient automatic failure restoration techniques are critical. 
Tactical networks have specific characteristics that put very different constraints on 
restoration algorithms compared to civil networks. In particular, they must support a 
four-level priority system and they are unable to reserve bandwidth specifically for 
restoration because of the limited resources and node failures are the most typical 
failure scenario. 
An extensive literature analysis revealed that a large number of restoration algorithms 
have been proposed for civil networks. They were carefully studied and critically 
assessed and the conclusion was drawn that none of these fully met the needs of tactical 
networks, however, some of the techniques used by various algorithms had some 
potential. Hence, two new restoration algorithms were proposed specifically for tactical 
A TM networks, the Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks (DRA-TN) 
and the Pre-Planned Restoration Algorithm for Tactical Networks (PPR-TN). As the 
names suggest, these algorithms used a dynamic approach and a pre-planned approach, 
respectively. 
The main thrust of the proposed algorithms is that when there is insufficient bandwidth 
in the network to restore all the failed connections, bandwidth is made available to 
restore high-priority connections by disconnecting the low-priority ones. A number of 
additional mechanisms were also included to reduce the use of resources that are very 
limited in tactical networks. 
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To verify the proposed algorithms and assess their performance characteristics a 
software simulation package was developed. It allowed the algorithms to be tested on 
different network topologies with various traffic scenarios and failure modes. The 
package measured the following metrics: restoration time, number of messages, 
restoration levels for each traffic priority and all the traffic in total. 
The proposed algorithms were tested on three experimental network topologies: the 
Rudin network (an analogue of a small-scale tactical network), the LATA network 
(medium-sized), and the US network (large-scale network). Different NBU values (20 
% - 80%) were used to test algorithms' behaviour under various traffic load conditions. 
It was demonstrated that the DRA-TN and PPR-TN provide better restoration of high-
priority traffic than algorithms proposed for civil networks (Komine and VPPS 
algorithms). The difference becomes significant at high traffic loads. The number of 
messages required to achieve restoration is less for the proposed algorithms as well. 
DRA-TN and PPR-TN algorithms were also compared. The results indicate that DRA-
TN is faster and generates fewer messages, while PPR-TN provides higher restoration 
ratio. Although these results were conclusive, nevertheless there are a number of aspects 
of the work that could be investigated further. These are outlined in the next section. 
The primary research objectives defined in Section 1.2 were successfully achieved and 
can be summarised as follows: 
• Tactical networks parameters and their distinctions from civil networks were 
identified as well as requirements to restoration algorithms in tactical 
environment. 
• Known approaches to civil networks restoration were studied. Methods, 
algorithms and techniques proposed for civil networks were analysed and their 
applicability for tactical environments was assessed. 
• Two new restoration algorithms for tactical networks were proposed. They take 
into account the specific characteristics of the subject area and provide better . 
performance than known algorithms.· 
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• Simulation software was designed and implemented. Since standard performance 
metrics cannot fully represent the specifics of prioritised restoration new 
restoration metrics were proposed and used. 
• Restoration algorithms for tactical networks were modelled for different network 
topologies and under various traffic conditions. Their performance was assessed 
against comparable algorithms proposed for civil networks. 
There are also a number of limitations of the research that could have been avoided: 
• Efficiency of the proposed algorithms could have been improved. 
• The possibility of an integrated restoration technique implementation was not 
studied and modelled. 
• Restoration from multiple node failures was not modelled though the proposed 
algorithms can be easily extended to provide this. 
• Contact with DERA at the latest stages of the project should have been more 
intimate. 
Some of these problems are addressed in section 7.3 in more detail. 
7.2 Recommendations 
Additional tests are recommended to model the algorithms for specific traffic patterns 
(various proportions of the 4 traffic priorities) and selected network topologies. The 
objective is to obtain optimal values for the Restoration Thresholds for each priority and 
the Hop Limit Counter value for the DRA-TN algorithm. 
All Restoration algorithms require resources during execution. The recommendation is 
to ensure the nodes have enough resources to execute the algorithms. 
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7.3 Further Work 
The results of the research presented in this thesis will be forwarded to DERA, and they 
will be discussed along with the further work. Some of the issues for further research 
are identified in this section. 
7.3.1 Algorithms' Efficiency 
There are several modifications that can be made to improve the efficiency of the DRA-
TN algorithm. One proposal is to allow a single message to carry information about 
several connections. This will reduce the number of messages generated and hence 
increase restoration speed. In a tactical network where the bandwidth is limited reducing 
the number of messages generated would be an advantage. However, unpacking the 
messages will mean slightly more processing but this should be negligible. The 
technique of combining information relating to multiple connections is established 
practice in various network protocols. 
The PPR-TN algorithm could benefit from having several backup routes assigned for 
high-priority traffic, thus a second back-up route is available in the event that the first is 
not. 
7.3.2 Integrated Restoration Technique 
An integrated restoration technique, effectively an amalgamation of two or more 
algorithms, has been proposed for civilian networks [44, 47, 50, etc.] and it has been 
suggested that it can be more effective than any single restoration algorithm. This is 
questionable. First, the integrated algorithm would require more network resources and 
possibly increase the restoration time. Nevertheless, this approach needs to be evaluated 
for tactical networks. 
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7.3.3 Multiple Failures 
Multiple failure scenarios (where two or more non adjacent nodes fail) need to be 
studied also. The proposed algorithms can easily be adopted to provide multiple failure 
restoration. This would require minor modifications to the algorithm to store 
information relevant to different failures separately and analyse "failed node id" when 
processing restoration messages. Similar modifications can be made to the proposed 
algorithms to allow them to operate with mUltiple adjacent node failures. 
Regardless of how straightforward these modifications are additional extensive 
simulation studies and analysis are necessary to quantify the relative efficiency of the 
algorithms. 
7.3.4 Traffic 
Another important issue relates to what the nodes should do with traffic arriving for 
failed connections during the restoration process. Taking into account the low 
transmission speed, it is evident that all the arriving traffic can be easily stored in the 
buffer. For example, if restoration takes 250 msec (DRA-TN), then for a I Mb link it 
would require only 32 K of the buffer space to store the traffic during the restoration. 
This seems more than realistic. 
However, there still a number of topics to be addressed: 
• How different QoS classes should be processed. For instance, should delay 
sensitive, real-time traffic simply be discarded because the late arrival of this 
traffic at the destination is unacceptable? 
• How can the increase oftra?smission speeds influence buffer requirements? 
7.3.5 Simulation Package Refinement 
The simulation package that has been built as part of this research can easily be 
extended to allow other restoration algorithms, and other networks topologies to be 
, 
modelled. It would be useful to further develop the package by providing a graphic user 
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interface that allows the user to easily configure the simulation input parameters, 
monitor the simulation process and analyse results automatically. 
7.4 Conclusion 
This chapter concludes the thesis. The work that has been undertaken on the project was 
summarised here and general recommendations about implementation of the proposed 
restoration algorithms in tactical networks were presented. The further research areas 
were identified as well. 
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Appendix A Dynamic Restoration Algorithm for Tactical 
Networks. Algorithms and Message Formats. 
A.I Overview 
Appendix A provides additional information about ORA-TN algorithm that was not 
covered in its description given in Chapter 4. These are detailed message formats 
(section A.2) and block-scheme of the algorithm, which is executed at every network 
node during the algorithm functioning (section A.3). 
A.2 DRA-TN. Message Formats 
Table A.I DRA-TN. Search message format. 
":.". 
' .. 
'Field Name '. 'Y:···. ' .. '" . ; ; Size » ...., ' " .' , Description';: ' .. ' , , '. .;:' ,.,.':,< .. , .. .' . (, .'<; ''''''':' :' :.;: ,,' .. "' '." ", 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Sender Node ID 2 bytes Identify Sender and failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
Number of Choosers (other Senders) 4 bits Chooser Identifiers (M- number of choosers) 
All information is taken from local switch 
Chooser Node ID 2 bytes * M table (see above). 
Hop Limit Counter 4 bits Limits search area. 
Transit Node 2 bytes * N Transit nodes' identification, and 
Total bandwidth on the route 1 byte information about the route passed by the 
message (N - route length) 





•. End of message . '.,' •. '.,. : ' , . . .. 
" 
'., .. ,' 'i ,,')', 
Table A.2 DRA-TN. Route-found message format. 
. c: Field Name ., '. ,; •. ' , Size ': '. :'.~/ '~ .. ;. '. Description ., • .. , ",,-
" 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Sender Node ID 2 bytes Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
Chooser Node ID 2 bytes Chooser for this restoration 
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Hop Limit Counter 4 bits Route length from transit node to chooser. 
Transit Node ID 2 bytes· N Route identification and description 
Total bandwidth 1 byte (amount of bandwidth that can be restored 
using this route). N - route length. 
B4• B3• B2• B. 4 bytes 
.,,,' ,;., . .'.' 
, ': 
',', 
"" . "; " C:' ,~o:, .':"'~ ,;;,-" End of message' .'; .' ~ : ... -" " ,>('. .".: ~ ' . .'1".' . ,.;. 
Table A.3 DRA-TN. Acknowledge message format. 
" .' '.' '; " Field Name" . ' .,.':': . ' ' Size ,: " ':' ."' . '. Description 
,,, 
, «' , , 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Sender Node ID 2 bytes Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
Chooser Node ID 2 bytes Identifies Chooser Node. 
Number of Connections 4 bits Identify connections being restored by this 
Next VPINCI 3 bytes· K message. K - number of connections. 
Sender VPINCI 3 bytes· K Next VPINCI value to set in RT in the next 
node on alternate route 
Connection Priority 2 bits· K Sender VPINCI value to set in RT at the 
Connection Bandwidth 1 byte· K Sender Node (identifies VC that is being 
restored at its destination). 
Hop Limit Counter 4 bits Route length. 
Transit Node ID 2 bytes· N New route identification. N - route length. 
<:;' ,,', ", '.,(,' .:',' ,,; ,,:;;:> End of message" ,.',. "'" ' ...• ,'~ . " ,:".. {: .. ~: , ...... 
" 
, , ;,. 
" " 
" 
Table A.4 DRA-TN. Cancel message format. 
: .:., " Field Name " '" ,,>.' .'"" '~'. " .. Size ' ' i,/,,.., . "', Description 
.'.,".' 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Sender Node ID 2 bytes Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
Chooser Node ID 2 bytes Identifies Chooser Node. 
Number of Connections 4 bits Identify connections that cannot be restored. 
K - number of connections. 
Previous VPINCI 3 bytes· K Next VPINCI value to set in RT in the 
previous node on the route 
Hop Limit Counter 4 bits Route length. 
Transit Node ID 2 bytes * N New route identification. N - route length. 
',' 
, ' 
, v. "" End of message ' " .-: ',.", " ':'.' .,."" '.>, , , :., " 
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A.3 DRA-TN. Algorithm Block-Scheme 
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T:= T __ (settimeout) 
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Pre-Planned Restoration Algorithm for 
Tactical Networks. Algorithms and Message 
Formats. 
Appendix B presents additional information about PPR-TN algorithm that was not 
covered in its description given in Chapter 4. These are detailed message formats 
(section B.2) and block-scheme of the algorithm executed at every network node during 
the algorithm functioning (section B.3). 
B.2 PPR-TN. Message Formats 
Table B.1 PPR-TN. Request message format. 
. , }~ Field Name ',', ," ;'", . , ..... Size ',:," ; , . ,. ," ',.' Description ' "'. ~ . . :~ .,,", , ,'': '/- ..... . '; ~, ~;. ," 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Sender ID 2 bytes Identify Sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
Connection Priority 2 bits VPNC priority 
Bandwidth 1 byte VPNC bandwidth 
Backup VPINCI 3 bytes Backup VPINCI value 
Route length 4 bits Length of the route passed by this message. 
Transit Node ID 2 bytes· N Transit nodes' identification, and route 
8 4, B), B2, B I 4 bytes 
information (it is taken from node's switch 
table) . 







Tabie B.2 PPR·TN. Cancel message fonnat. 
,- Field Name ".': ,'< ~c :r? Size'" " : " . ' "~' ' Description , 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Transit Node ID 2 bytes Identify Message Originator and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
Connection Priority 
, 
2 bits VPNC priority 
Bandwidth 1 byte VPNC bandwidth 
Backup VPINCI 3 bytes Backup VPINCI value 
Route length 4 bits Route length. 
Node IDs 2 bytes· N Route identification. N - route length. 
.<'": " ;',,',:, ,"",':'" ,:;, \,: , .~ .. ',; End of message ' " ',' ,'~ "," > .) ,"~ •• ">~ • ~v .'r: '" t .~ . _':" ~ 





.. : . 
Table B.3 PPR·TN. Confinnation message fonnat. 
/, ';;,; .> Field Name '" "':,':''', .~,,,c, Size ' .: i. ,;..~. .<>.~. .:.-.:;'1 :: .;., Description ,. ~'.'" ",', 
Message Type 2 bits Message type ID 
Chooser ID 2 bytes Identify message sender and Failure location. 
Failed Node ID 2 bytes 
VPINCI 3 bytes VPINCI of the connection being restored 
Connection Priority 2 bits VPNC priority 
Bandwidth 1 byte VPNC bandwidth 
Route length 4 bits Route length. 
Transit Node ID 2 bytes' N Route identification. N - route length. 
,;>,';,,:, ',:,: ,;"" '.'>,:',,;; :"", "~co,'; End of message ' >,." ". ': , i",; '-'.' 
"',' 
. ,~. 
. . -'~ . 
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B.3 PPR-TN. Algorithm Block-Scheme 
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Figure B.1 PPR-TN: Block-Scheme of the Algorithm. 
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yes 
Send confirmation message 
on this route. 
no 
s 
Reserve bandwidth without 
disconnecting any VC. 
Update message with local in/o. 
Send itfurther along this backup VC. 
Figure B.2 PPR-TN: Request Message Processing Algorithm. 
no 
Remove reservation information. 
Send cancel message back. 
Free bandwidth ifnecessary by 
disconnecting low-priority cal/s. 




Figure B.3 PPR-TN: Confirmation Message Processing Algorithm. 
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Appendix C Simulation Results 
C.l Overview 
To verify the proposed restoration algorithms and compare their performance against 
known algorithms a number of experiments were conducted. Four restoration 
algorithms (ORA-TN, -PPR-TN, Komine and VPPS algorithms) were tested on three 
network topologies (Rudin, LATA and US networks). Consequently, 12 sets of 
experiments were completed. Two more sets of experiments were done to test several 
modifications of the proposed algorithms. Also, a number of additional experiments 
were conducted on ORA-TN and Komine algorithms to identify optimal HLC values for 
particular network topologies. 
All the results were processed and average values of restoration parameters calculated. 
These results are compared and explained in Chapter 6. Full experimental results and 
graphs drawn for the most important parameters (restoration time, number of messages, 




C.2.1 Simulation Results for Rudin Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 2. 
Table C.1 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
;"'0 Simulation Parameter / ' .;,1 ',,:,' ,.'.:. 2 ,',. 3' . 4 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 72 152 232 305 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 72 96 
Failure Type Single Node (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7) 
' •• Results ,;>;,. ~ .. ~ .:' 1,'<' <, .' ":" (.~. 2 ' ,,' .... , .. - .3. : •. ' .; 4 :",,' . '.',' . ~ , ., : , ~ "' ;, ' 
Messages Sent 81 184 251 277 
• Search Messages 29 29 29 29 
• Acknowledge Messages S2 104 III 88 
• Cancel Messages 0 1 2 I 
• Disconnect Messages 0 S2 110 IS9 
Restoration Time, msec 121 224 246 250 
Weighted Restoration 0.72 0.64 0.36 0.21 
Probability 
RP, 0.68 0.70 0.45 0.31 
RPz 0.77 0.72 0.50 0.30 
RP3 0.74 0.70 0.15 0 
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Figure C.I Simulation results: DRA-1N Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
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C.2.2 Simulation Results for LATA Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 2. 
Table C.2 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm; LATA Network. 
..... .. ' Simulation Parameter ..... ; .:. "':~ 1 ' •... 2. ... '3 4 '7 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 268 410 546 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 106 
Failure Type Single Node (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, 14, 15) 
, , ~: <: ' Results /",':;.,." ,.;' 1 , ",~ A i.::. 2; .' 3 .. 
" 
",,4 ," :.~ '. ~~ 
Messages Sent 102 170 351 639 
• Search Messages 58 57 57 57 
• Acknowledge Messages 44 92 133 169 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 1 3 
• Disconnect Messages 0 21 160 410 
Restoration Time, msec 94 167 250 383 
Weighted Restoration 0.79 0.75 0.59 0.47 
Probability 
RP. 0.80 0.82 0.79 0.74 
RP2 0.74 0.80 0.76 0.58 
RP3 0.82 0.62 0.25 0 
RP4 0.85 0.60 0 0 
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Figure C.2 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm; LATA Network. 
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C.2.3 Simulation Results for US Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 3. 
Table C.3 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm; US Network . 
Simulation Parameter'· " .... ; ',1 .... , ',' 2," 3 4' , · , .. 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 715 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 132 
Failure Type Single Node (7, 8, 9,10, 11,12,14,15,16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
~ -: -
':, Results .:':;"", ,.,. ,. ~' ; 1 : ~,';;, . 2' 3 ' . .. 4' ....... '.,.":" , . ; 
Messages Sent 186 334 730 1040 
• Search Messages 105 101 102 101 
• Acknowledge Messages 81 168 241 238 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 3 4 
• Disconnect Messages 0 65 384 696 
Restoration Time, msec 140 272 411 485 
Weighted Restoration 0.81 0.75 0.54 0.32 
Probability 
RP. " 0.78 0.86 0.81 0.58 
RP2 0.80 0.84 0.71 0.29 
RP3 0.87 0.61 0 0 
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Figure C.3 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm; US Network. 
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C.3 DRA-TN with Restoration Threshold Modification 
In this section results of modelling DRA-TN algorithm with Restoration Threshold 
modification are presented. The following threshold values were set for priorities four, 
three and two respectively: P4=45, P3=60, P2=75. 
C.3.1 Simulation Results for Rudin Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 2. 
Table C.4 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); Rudin Network. 
; Simulation Parameter ",\',.:'. ." 1 :: <,'.' ; 2.;·' ... ' <, ;',' .. 3,' . '. ,.·4.· .. :·.'·;': 
NBV,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 72 152 230 305 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 71 94 
Failure Type Single Node (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7) 
> • i',. , ; . Results·i.: 1 .'" 
.:'2 .,', , ; •• > "3' .. '/.4 . . ,- ...•. '. .. ,' .. : ',' '" 
Messages Sent 81 180 183 205 
• Search Messages 29 29 29 29 
• Acknowledge Messages 52 101 84 58 
• Cancel Messages 0 1 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 49 70 118 
Restoration Time, msec 126 222 214 207 
Weighted Restoration 0.75 0.64 0.46 0.26 
Probability 
RP. 0.81 0.67 0.63 0.64 
RP2 0.75 0.75 0.70 0 
RP3 0.67 0.71 0 0 
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Figure C.4 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); Rudin Network. 
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C.3.2 Simulation Results for LA TA Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 2. 
Table C.5 Simulation results: DRA-lN Algorithm (RT); LATA Network. 
' .. '.' . Simulation Parameter ,-:. "~. '. .. , 1:~·.':; . <', 1 >,> ·3·.·· . , : 4 " : "',,. / , ~, . , " 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 268 410 547 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 106 
Failure Type Single Node (1,2,3,4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13, 14, IS) 
, . .. ; • '.' Results,:'. . C', ' .•.. ) 1,:; .; .:.: 1 , ';3 ' .. 4 ;. ,: .. ' '. 
Messages Sent 102 160 196 279 
• Search Messages 58 57 57 57 
• Acknowledge Messages 44 87 90.00 73 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 16 49 148 
Restoration Time, msec 95 158 185 221 
Weighted Restoration 0.80 0.76 0.62 0.39 
Probability 
RP. 0.81 0.80 0.82 0.82 
RP2 0.81 0.78 0.74 0.22 
RP3 0.78 0.76 0.33 0 
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Figure C.S Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); LATA Network. 
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C.3.3 Simulation Results for US Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 3. 
Table C.6 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); US Network. 
. Simulation Parameter .; ;: 1' .. . ' 2" ........ . ··.·3 4 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 713 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 131 
Failure Type Single Node (7, 8, 9,10,11,12,14,15,16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
Results ',', ' .. 1'~' cc ,; ;: ,'" 2. ' , ,- ~ 3 ".~, .. 4 " . .,. '... , ,,' 
Messages Sent 186 303 405 535 
• Search Messages 105 101 102 101 
• Acknowledge Messages 81 155 144 )02 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 47 160 331 
Restoration Time, msec 140 247 256 266 
Weighted Restoration 0.80 0.76 0.51 0.38 
Probability 
RPJ 0.77 0.84 0.82 0.81 
RP2 0.78 0.88 0.60 0.20 
RP3 0.85 0.72 0 0 
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Figure C.6 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); US Network 
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C.3.4 Simulation Results for LATA Network, HLC = 3 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 3. 
Table C.7 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); LATA Network; HLC=3 . 
•... . Simulation Parameter'.;,:; ·c"·.,< 1 -: '.:j :, , .. 2 .: , '3 4' 
NBU, % 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 268 411 540 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 105 
Fail ure Type Single Node (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
','Results ,. 1 . '.' ',,' ·.·.2· ' .. 3, .. 4 ... .. " 
Messages Sent 149 233 285 341 
• Search Messages 93 92 92 91 
• Acknowledge Messages 56 109 107 82 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 32 86 168 
Restoration Time, msec 117 199 205 215 
Weighted Restoration Probability 0.91 0.83 0.60 0.43 
RP. 0.90 0.94 0.90 0.90 
RP2 0.90 0.85 0.77 0.22 
RP3 0.95 0.84 0.05 0 
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Figure C.7 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); LATA Network; HLC=3. 
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C.3.S Simulation Results for US Network, HLC = 2 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 2. 
Table C.S Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); US Network; HLC=2. 
Simulation Parameter· . ',' ~.' ;." 1 " :- 2 ... .. 3. 4 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 713 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 130 
Failure Type Single Node (7,8,9,10, 11,12,14,15,16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
'y . " ! .. Results '1< \ : ", .,;,';"', ," 1 .... 
.-
~ ,: < ". 2<:~· '., 3 "';'.; " 4 ...• ,.: ... 
.-
,,, . N:,' .. ~ ". --;", 
Messages Sent 108 183 264 368 
• Search Messages S2 S2 52 52 
• Acknowledge Messages 56 110 105 79 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 21 107 237 
Restoration Time, msec 103 191 201 212 
Weighted Restoration Probability 0.63 0.62 0.46 0.28 
RP. 0.59 0.64 0.68 0.69 
RP2 0.66 0.69 0.63 0.02 
RP3 0.63 0.61 0 0 
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Figure C.8 Simulation results: DRA-TN Algorithm (RT); US Network; HLC=2. 
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C.4 PPR-TN 
C.4.1 Simulation Results for Rudin Network 
Table C.9 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
, " Simulation Parameter;' l·.···~ . .;, ' .2 • ,3 . - ~, ',4, . , , ; 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 72 152 229 304 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 71 94 
Failure Type Single Node (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
;:"': 'Results",: ,;~',/ .. ,;:,' ',:' l' ; ',2 ."'.>'" 3 4 
Messages Sent 165 343 625 1001 
• Search Messages 89 185 279 370 
• Acknowledge Messages 76 158 235 299 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 3 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 III 329 
Restoration Time, msec 249 479 806 1192 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.70 
Probability 
RPl 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.83 0 
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Figure C.9 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
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C.4.2 Simulation Results for LATA Network 
Table C.IO Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm; LATA Network . 
.. Simulation Parameter '; ' ... ' .'~. .1 .. : .... , ... 1 .,,".' " 3 ', .. ·4 " ." 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 268 410 550 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 107 
Failure Type Single Node (I, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14, IS) 
"Results .' " ;~ 
., 
. : 1; •.•... . 2. 3 '" 4. . . ; v. . '" , .. ~, . 
Messages Sent 253 503 802 1330 
• Search Messages 140 278 410 S43 
• Acknowledge Messages 113 22S 328 427 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 I 3 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 63 3S7 
Restoration Time, msec 272 521 797 1178 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.70 
Probability 
RP. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.00 
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Figure C.lO Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm; LATA Network. 
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C.4.3 Simulation Results for US Network 
Table C.II Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm; US Network. 
Simulation Parameter; :L, ' 1"",:" 2, , 
" 
",3,;· , ,,4 ," 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 715 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 131 
Failure Type Single Node (7, 8, 9,10,11,12,14, IS, 16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
" Results ~,~ 
, 
1 ' , 2 3, ',',4 
" 
Messages Sent 365 734 1288 2209 
• Search Messages 191 386 571 756 
• Acknowledge Messages 174 348 512 652 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 2 8 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 203 793 
Restoration Time, msec 258 489 792 1182 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.69 
Probability 
RP. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.00 
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Figure C.II Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm; US Network. 
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c.s PPR-TN with Restoration Threshold Modification 
In this section results of modelling PPR-TN algorithm with Restoration Threshold 
modification are presented. The following threshold values were set for priorities four, 
three and two respectively: P4=50, P3=65, P2=80. 
C.S.1 Simulation Results for Rudin Network 
Table C.12 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm (RT); Rudin Network. 




NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number of VPs 72 152 232 306 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 72 95 
Failure Type Single Node (2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7) 
~ .. 
,.':,,:. Results " .... ,,' . <',.';:.' :~:< .;'. 1 "')0:', .·.·2:"·, ." 3 .4 .. .. , " 
Messages Sent 165 344 504 468 
• Search Messages 89 184 22S 175 
• Acknowledge Messages 76 IS7 192 IS3 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 3 87 140 
Restoration Time, msec 249 484 661 651 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 0.99 0.89 0.62 
Probability 
RP) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.72 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.95 0 
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Figure C.12 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm (RT); Rudin Network. 
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C.S.2 Simulation Results for LATA Network 
Table C.13 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm (RT); LATA Network. 
, Simulation Parameter; '. "1 .. ,'.c· .. · :2 .. , 3 4 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 267 409 545 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 79 106 
Failure Type Single Node (I, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, IS) 
.. ," ;> . Results. '.' < ' ':' .... 1 ~2 '3 -. 4 
Messages Sent 253 504 608 550 
• Search Messages 140 279 312 222 
• Acknowledge Messages 113 22S 2S3 176 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 43 IS2 
Restoration Time, msec 272 521 604 594 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.56 
Probability 
RP. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.51 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.04 
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Figure C.l3 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm (RT); LATA Network. 
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C.S.3 Simulation Results for US Network 
Table C.14 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm (RT); US Network. 
:.>, .Simulation Parameter ;- :.,' ,1·,; .. '2 3 4 
.,' 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 717 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 133 
Failure Type Single Node (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
Results ,'" ~v<.'~' ' 
·1 .. ,2 3 ", .,4 " . " 
Messages Sent 365 724 810 760 
• Search Messages 191 381 380 259 
• Acknowledge Messages 174 343 345 235 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 86 265 
Restoration Time, msec 257 487 550 496 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.49 
Probability 
RPJ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
RP2 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.31 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.00 
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Figure C.14 Simulation results: PPR-TN Algorithm (RT); US Network. 
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C.6 Komine Algorithm 
C.6.1 Simulation Results for Rudin Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 3. 
Table C.IS Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
" " Simulation Parameter',' : " ,; 1 ,,' 2 ,,3 ,4 
., 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 72 IS2 227 309 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 71 9S 
Failure Type Single Node (2. 3, 4, S, 6, 7) 
~. ";"~.' ',., ,Results ::) ,,', " " '. 1 ' .. '~ .' 2 ,:.:. :3 " " " 4 :', ' , '" 
Messages Sent S9 84 83 85 
• Search Messages 32 32 32 32 
• Acknowledge Messages 27 S2 SO 47 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 I 6 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 87 125 121 139 
Weighted Restoration 0.44 0.40 0.25 0.13 
Probability 
RP. 0.44 0.36 0.17 0.09 
RP2 0.41 0.47 0.36 0.15 
RP3 0.50 0.34 0.22 0.11 
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Figure C.15 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
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C.6.2 Simulation Results for LATA Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 4. 
Table C.16 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; LATA Network. 
..' Simulation Parameter «;' ,;,:', ,il:k., f, 
'." 
.,', 2, '~" 
':":'W"' 3,. 4 ' 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 268 409 546 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 106 
Failure Type Single Node (I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, IS) 
' ...... Results ':;;, c;J ' , 1 '~ <:. ',"~ 2",;", 3,', ' .. ' 4 " ' . , " " ~ ., . 
Messages Sent 338 395 458 468 
• Search Messages 286 286 286 286 
• Acknowledge Messages 51 104 141 131 
• Cancel Messages 0 5 31 SO 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 112 172 202 224 
Weighted Restoration 0.85 0.81 0.57 0.32 
Probability 
RP. 0.81 0.83 0.44 0.22 
RP2 0.87 0.77 0.60 0.31 
RP) 0.89 0.82 0.72 0.42 
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Figure C.16 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; LATA Network. 
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C.6.3 Simulation Results for US Network 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 4. 
Table C.17 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; US Network. 
" Simulation Parameter,,· , 'I .::'c<~ ·.,2. 
.' 3 .,.> ',4 '-;"; 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number of VPs 172 356 536 716 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 132 
Fail ure Type Single Node (7, 8,9,10, It, 12, 14, 15, 16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
, .. ; ','. " -, Results· ·;;-:'1 . ,,".; ::',,' 2,·.'· 3 -, ~- 4 - "- . .... , ,,~ " ." :~, ". '< ., :. 
Messages Sent 318 392 456 409 
• Search Messages 253 253 253 253 
• Acknowledge Messages 65 133 162 114 
• Cancel Messages 0 6 41 42 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 124 206 209 174 
Weighted Restoration 0.70 0.67 0.42 0.18 
Probability 
RP, 0.71 0.61 0.39 0.10 
RP2 0.68 0.71 0.35 0.18 
RPJ 0.68 0.71 0.51 0.25 
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Figure C.17 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; US Network. 
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C.6.4 Simulation Results for Rudin Network, HLe = 2 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 2. 
Table C.18 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; Rudin Network; HLC=2. 
, Simulation Parameter: .... ..,·1; .... ::;·, 2 , .' 3 .... '.. ' 4;'· . .. ',. 
. '" "'.' 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 72 152 235 310 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 73 96 
Failure Type Single Node (2, 3, 4. S, 6, 7) 
.' " ' .. ".' Results ,:':.> ,:,\.',:<:: 'c .. ,', . 1,,'::.(:; '2' <.',;;'. T':·;: 3 :eC'. ':.,.,.:., 4.>;\:;, 
Messages Sent 21 27 31 29 
• Search Messages 16 16 16 16 
• Acknowledge Messages S 11 IS 13 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 0 0 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 23 41 52 49 
Weighted Restoration Probability 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.06 
RP\ 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.03 
RP2 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.05 
RP3 0.09 0.07 0.13 0.10 
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Figure C.IS Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; Rudin Network; HLC=2. 
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C.6.5 Simulation Results for LATA Network, HLC = 3 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 3. 
Table C.19 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; LATA Network; HLC=3. 
I .. ' ". Simulation Parameter';) ", 1 ;,~"., .. "' .. 2' , 1·3 '4 ' 
80 
NumberofVPs 132 268 409 549 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 106 
Failure Type Single Node (I, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13,14, IS) 
""-:":"" • Results 
':""""'" : .... '". 
,,', J' ',' :.'. '",: ,.'2" - ., : --3 ' 4 
Messages Sent 159 202 254 242 
• Search Messages 119 119 119 119 
• Acknowledge Messages 40 79 110 94 
• Cancel Messages 0 4 2S 29 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 93 148 178 172 
Weighted Restoration Probability 0.76 0.69 0.54 0.30 
RP. 0.76 0.65 0.48 0.22 
RP2 0.76 0.67 0.58 0.33 
RP3 0.77 0.74 0.55 0.38 
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Figure C.19 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; LATA Network; HLC=3. 
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C.6.6 Simulation Results for US Network, HLC = 3 
Hop Limit Counter in this experiment was set to 3. 
Table C.20 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; US Network; HLC=3. 
, ",',' Simulation Parameter', «':: ' , l' , ;;':2 ' . 3 4 <:.' ;" ,. ';,~ '," .. ' ' . 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 714 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 131 
Failure Type Single Node (7,8,9, la, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,20,21,22,23,24,25,26) 
., ; ,':" :;> Results: ",:.;<, " 1 'c,':' .,' ,:, \::'2 ,.,:: , 3.'" " ; ,'/4>",,'':', 
Messages Sent 153 206 235 196 
• Search Messages 106 106 106 106 
• Acknowledge Messages 47 97 111 73 
• Cancel Messages 0 3 18 17 
• Disconnect Messages ' 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 97 179 185 128 
Weighted Restoration Probability 0.57 0.56 0.35 0.15 
RP\ 0.58 0.55 0.29 0.11 
RP2 0.57 0.55 0.33 0.13 
RP3 0.57 0.59 0.42 0.20 
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Figure C.20 Simulation results: Komine Algorithm; US Network; HLC=3. 
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C.7 VPPS Algorithm 
C.7.1 Simulation Results for Rudin Network 
Table C.21 Simulation results: VPPS Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
( Simulation Parameter;,'", ; ,.,,1 ~. ",,: ,,' l."',~ .:, .. '.,;, 3 i :.' , ' 4 " 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 72 152 232 306 
Number of Failed VPs 23 47 72 95 
Failure Type Single Node (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
..... ~ .• ' ..... ; Results " ~'>',.' ','\1:' •.. :,,' .·1" ... '.," 3 ," , 4 
Messages Sent 165 343 491 535 
• Search Messages 89 185 279 360 
• Acknowledge Messages 76 158 199 151 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 13 24 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 250 481 677 750 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.43 
Probability 
RP) 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.44 
RP2 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.42 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.77 0.44 
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Figure C.2l Simulation results: VPPS Algorithm; Rudin Network. 
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C.7.2 Simulation Results for LATA Network 
Table C.22 Simulation results: VPPS Algorithm; LATA Network. 
" Simulation Parameter.·;' ;:' .... :,,:,1" ',:~:~2 ',',; :3 :", 4 '\ .,' " ,~ " .... , , , " 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 132 268 410 545 
Number of Failed VPs 27 53 80 105 
Fail ure Type Single Node (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10.11,12,13,14,15) 
',:;':~ ,;,';·.·'Results",:~'/,'::;,:;: i\; 'tr,\,)l /:< .• , .. ~.~,. <':,2 ''"' {. >3 ' . " ' ..... :, 4" , . '~. ~ .-
Messages Sent 253 503 737 846 
• Search Messages 140 278 410 S17 
• Acknowledge Messages 113 225 318 280 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 9 ' 49 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 270 517 727 801 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.55 
Probability 
RP, 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.55 
RPz 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.55 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.57 
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Figure C.22 Simulation results: VPPS Algorithm; LATA Network. 
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C.7.3 Simulation Results for US Network 
Table C.23 Simulation results: VPPS Algorithm; US Network. 




1 ,', '.' 2" ,·3 .' 4' .. 
NBU,% 20 40 60 80 
Number ofVPs 172 356 536 712 
Number of Failed VPs 32 67 99 131 
Failure Type Single Node (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, IS, 16,20,21,22,23,24, 2S, 26) 
'::, "Results ,.' '," .,\ 1 ' < .. 2 3, .<.: ,,4 \,.",(, .' . ., 
Messages Sent 365 734 1051 1162 
• Search Messages 191 386 S66 712 
• Acknowledge Messages 174 348 451 350 
• Cancel Messages 0 0 34 100 
• Disconnect Messages 0 0 0 0 
Restoration Time, msec 258 492 663 685 
Weighted Restoration 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.42 
Probability 
RP. 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.42 
RP2 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.44 
RP3 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.40 
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Figure C.23 Simulation results: VPPS Algorithm; US Network. 
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AppendixD DERA Correspondence 
From Andrew Wood, CIS 1 Tactical Communications Division 
To: Dr. Mike MorselDr. Amelia Platt 
School of computing sciences De 
Montfort University The Gateway 
LEICESTER LEI 9BH 
St Andrews Road 
MALVERN 
Wores. WR14 3PS. UK 
Tel: (01684) 894494 Fax: 
(01684) 895646 
Our Ref: DRA/CIS(CISI)IP132/F/04/03 
Your Ref: 
27 October, 1997 
"Distributed failure restoration .•• " by Alexander Zavjalov 
Dear Mike/Amelia, 
Thank you for sending me Alexander's transfer report. I have read it and, quite frankly, am impressed. It is a 
competent and complete item of work which certainly gives me all the right impressions that things are going 
okay. In particular, it seems that Alexander and yourselves have a firm grip of what is needed in a tactical 
network. 
However, this doesn't mean that I have no comments to make! But there are not very many. 
The most important topic I would like to bring up in relation to the work is how does it relate to PNNI? I 
appreciate that PNNI came into existence after the work was started - or at least the first published standard 
came into existence - but I am worried that PNNI may subsume many of the ideas that Alexander has 
written about. For instance, PNNI is explicitly set up to broadcast topology changes whenever something 
'significant' happens to links. In this scenario, I guess a link going down is significant! Also, PNNI will 
'scale' (if that is the right word) to handle node failures. 
Another feature of PNNI is its hierarchical addressing and the way it is used by end nodes to decide how to 
route any particular call. That is, as long as PNNI works, at all times every end node should have access to a 
complete and up-to-date routeing table. Often this table will be 'abstract' in the sense that it will not detail 
every single node between point A and point B. Instead the table may describe intermediate nodes in only a 
high-level manner. For instance, one may envisage that to send email from Malvern (point A) to Singapore 
(point B), the route is via Germany but there is no description of what precise nodes (towns) in Germany to 
go through. Therefore, getting back to Alexander's work, PNNI will handle link or node failures in Germany 
transparently to the end systems. 
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